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PASSION
DRIVES
INNOVATION

40 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATIONS
AND INDUSTRIAL
AUTOMATION
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10 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN
ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTION AND
WIRELESS SYSTEMS

AN INDUSTRIAL
PROJECT MADE OF
INNOVATION, PEOPLE, AND
TECHNOLOGICAL RELIABILITY,
MADE IN ITALY

WIRED AND RADIO CONTROL FOR
LIGHTS, AWNINGS, BLINDS AND ELECTRICAL
LOADS IN GENERAL. EASILY INTEGRATED INTO
NEW AND EXISTING SYSTEMS
PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS
FOR ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
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ELECTRONIC LIGHTING
CONTROL IN INTERIOR DESIGN
AND ARCHITECTURE
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LIGHT SCENARIOS, QUALITY OF THE LIGHT,
ENHANCING THE SPACE
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WIRELESS BUS
INTEGRATED CONTROL VIA RADIO, WIRED AND SMART CONNECTIONS

ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNITS

SENSORS

WIRED COMMAND

WIRELESS BUS

Quick to install and flexible when planning new and existing systems, a Nexta Tech wireless system dramatically reduces long cable lengths and
ensures reliable control, thanks to the powerful signal filtered with ISM technology for better wall penetration. Nexta Tech controllers enable wired
control to be retained along with radio control, interfacing with buttons and switches on the wall.
This offers enormous opportunities for control with portable radio controls; web interfaces for smartphones, tablets and PCs; and recessed
micromodules to transform wired buttons on the wall into radio controls. Next Tech modules can be easily integrated with the existing system,
meaning fast stand-alone solutions can be created, as well as more complex installations with dozens of devices.

LIGHTING CONTROL

Create lighting scenarios; produce static or dynamic RGB colour effects by adjusting shades and the speed of the cycle; control
instant or gradual switch-on and switch-off of one or more light sources; synchronise dimming of multiple lights; assess ambient light and maintain
the desired light intensity in a room; and set the white light temperature to make an object or display area stand out.
All of this can be in wired or wireless mode, for perfect integration in the architecture, for a design project that creates the perfect atmosphere for
every space.
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RADIO CONTROLS, PORTABLE RADIO
CONTROLS, RECESSED RADIO CONTROLS,
TO TRANSFORM WIRED BUTTONS INTO RADIO
CONTROLS
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WI-FI COMMUNICATION

+

CONTROL VIA
SMARTPHONE
TABLET
PC

LIGHTING CONTROL
LIGHTING SCENARIOS, ADJUSTMENTS AND CENTRALISED CONTROL

SINGLE LIGHT
CONTROL

PARALLEL LIGHT
CONTROL

CONTROLLED DEVICES:

Devices with dimmable 0-1/10V or DALI input.
Single colour LED and RGB/W with constant voltage.
Single colour and RGB/W LED with constant current.
Devices with Push Dim and DALI input. LED and halogen
lamps 230Vac (Dim phase dim). 230 Vac motors for
awnings and blinds.

COMMANDS:
LIGHT ASSEMBLY
CONTROL

Dimming. Change colour. Dynamic white control. On/Off
/ timed On. Single and group command. Dynamic colour
effects and scenarios. Daily and weekly
timer setting.

CONTROLLERS:

Wall-mounted and portable radio controls. Radio modules
to transform wired wall-mounted buttons into radio control.
Light and motion sensors.
Web-server interface for smartphones, tablets and PCs.

HOBLO-90
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ON/OFF, TIMED AND PULSE
COMMANDS
Activate and deactivate electrical loads remotely via
radio and using wired buttons or switches. Timed
activation, programmable from 1 second to 60 hours,
significantly reduces energy consumption by turning on
the light source only for the period needed to carry out
an activity in a particular area and eliminating the risk of
forgetting to turn the lights off when they are no longer
required.

DIMMING
Dimming is the manual or automatic electronic
adjustment of the intensity of the light. Using dimmers
in your lighting set-up not only optimises consumption,
exploiting any natural light in the room during the day,
it also allows you to create both static and dynamic
lighting effects. The former creates pleasant spaces,
which allow the eye to relax, and the latter is used when
turning on and off the light source. Nexta Tech dimmers
have two specific functions: FADE SET, which allows
you to choose the fade-in and fade-out times (0, 0.5,
2, 4 or 10 seconds), and SOFT CLOSE 1H, a fade-out
option which takes one hour – ideal for fading out the
light when you go to bed.

COMFORT, SECURITY
AND ENERGY SAVINGS
NEXTA TECH TECHNOLOGY

MOTION SENSOR

LIGHT SENSOR

Motion sensors with adjustable radius of action and
length of intervention. When a movement is detected,
they enable a light source to be activated at 10% to
100% intensity, for a time that can be programmed.
Activate a light only when it is necessary, cutting down
energy consumption.

Light sensors are used to maintain the desired level of
light in a room and activate/deactivate electrical loads
by detecting when people are present. They do this by
communicating via radio with the light dimmers and the
Nexta Tech control units.
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COLOUR CONTROL

AWNINGS AND BLINDS CONTROL

Controlling RGB and RGBW LEDs has a very wide
application in both the residential and the commercial
fields. It can be used to update a space, create a
relaxation area, or attract attention through the light
colour, statically or dynamically with cyclic rotations
in different shades. In combination with radio controls
and with the iDriver command app for smartphones
and tablets, Nexta Tech controllers can be used to
accurately adjust the colour and save the preferred
shade; there are also 36 dynamic effects to choose
from, and events and scenarios can be programmed at
set times.

Open and close one or more blinds with a single or
group command, in Up-Down-Stop, Step or Manual
mode. Nexta Tech micromodules are compatible with
all brands of blinds with a 3-wire motor.

LIMITLESS APPLICATIONS
AND OEM SOLUTIONS

DYNAMIC WHITE

PRESENCE SIMULATION

The colour temperature indicates the appearance of the
colour emitted by a light source. The CCT (correlated
colour temperature) value is measured in Kelvins
(K°) and, in the case of lighting devices, the radiation
emitted within the band between 2650 K (hot white)
and 8000 K (cold white) is considered.
Nexta Tech controllers for LEDs with constant voltage
and current allow the two components (hot and cold)
to be mixed so as to achieve the most appropriate CCT
value for lighting a display space or a particular object.

Random light activation (programmable with 10, 5
or 2 switch-ons per hour) can be activated with a
wired button or a dedicated radio command, ideal for
discouraging intruders while you are not at home.
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FIELDS OF APPLICATION
Indoor and Outdoor Applications
for any technical requirement.
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RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL AND
ENTERTAINMENT SPACES

OFFICES AND WORK
SPACES

INDUSTRIAL
INSTALLATIONS

MANUFACTURERS
AND INSTALLERS
OF LIGHTING
SYSTEMS

DESIGN AND
FURNISHINGS INDUSTRY

MANUFACTURERS
AND INSTALLERS
OF AWNINGS
AND BLINDS

OEM
SOLUTIONS
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LIGHTING CONTROL
ADJUSTMENT OF LIGHT SOURCES
A complete range of devices to manually and automatically control light
sources, to create the correct light through dimming, colour control and
CCT temperature.

HOME AUTOMATION
HOME AUTOMATION

The Nexta Tech wireless solutions allow an electrical system to be
automated quickly and flexibly. Group commands, centralisations and
scenarios can be created without the need for new wiring.
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Use your phone or PC to set daily and weekly programs via the iDriver
system.

ENERGY SAVINGS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
After the arrival of LED technology, and with
traditional light bulbs having been replaced with
low-consumption light sources, today it is via
electronic control that we can reduce energy
consumption.

Electronically controlling a lighting system means
optimising the use of light sources, further exploiting
natural light, regulating the activation and brightness
of devices based on practicality and the security
required in the area.

HUMAN
CENTRIC LIGHTING
LIGHT THAT BRINGS WELLBEING
Nexta Tech devices integrate perfectly with the
concept of ‘Human Centric Lighting’, the design
philosophy which sees lighting technology as a tool
to be used to help people, to promote wellbeing and
health, and to improve a person's mood. The light
adapts to the space, sunlight and those present.
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MCU
MINIATURISED CONTROL UNITS

Controls electrical devices, lights, and blind
and shutter motors in wireless and wired
modes via buttons or switches

Transforms wired buttons into radio
controls

Controls electrical sockets via radio and
wire

Dims the light intensity or motor speed in
wireless or wired modes

TOP
MULTI-FUNCTION CONTROL UNITS
MASTER-SLAVE

It multiples the power of the devices controlled, thanks to
the connection between the Master and Extender control
units. Up to 4 extenders for a full 50 metres of cabling

FLEXIBLE CONTROL

The control units in the TOP series allow you to control
devices connected via wire and wireless, via radio with
the rolling code protocol and 433.92 MHz ISM (industrial,
scientific and medical) frequency

LOGIC
MULTI-FUNCTION CONTROL UNITS
TOTAL CONTROL

The control units in the LOGIC series allow you to control
electrical loads and motors, singularly or as a group, in
wired and wireless mode, via radio with the rolling code
protocol and 433.92 MHz ISM (industrial, scientific and
medical) frequency.
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Screw-in or snap-off tabs for insertion into
junction boxes with 55 mm diameter

Led

Programming
button

Protective
cover

Configuration
dip-switch

Screw terminals

Compact size, ideal for use
in false ceilings and junction
boxes

Screw connectors,
cable gland and
protective cover

Thick, robust
engineering
plastic casing

Two-digit programming
display with buttons
and LED warning lights.
Protective cover.

Thick, robust engineering plastic
casing. Installation on 8 m Din rail

Screw connectors

Covered screw fixings

72 two-digit programming display
with buttons and LED warning
lights. Protective cover

Cover for access to fuses
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RECEIVERS
LIGHT CONTROL UNITS 230V On-Off / Dimmer
MCU-L1

MCU-L2
Control unit with On/Off or timed function. 110/240Vac
power supply. 1 output, max power 1000W (230V). Radio
receiver 433.92MHz. Two wired inputs settable with
button or switch.

Control unit with On/Off or timed function. 110/240Vac
power supply. Two outputs, Max power 500W (230V)
each. Radio receiver 433.92MHz. Two wired inputs
settable with button or switch.

"MCU-L1" on page 34

"MCU-L2" on page 35

MCU-SIM1

MCU-DM150
Control unit with On/Off or timed function and presence
simulator. 110/240Vac power supply. 1 output, max
power 1000W (230V). Radio receiver 433.92MHz. Two
wired inputs settable with button or switch.

Control unit with phase control dimmer function.
110/240Vac power supply. 1 output, min power 4 W - max
150W (230V).

"MCU-SIM1" on page 36

"MCU-DM150" on page 45

MCU-DM150/C

LOGIC 400

Control unit with phase control dimmer function.
110/240Vac power supply. 1 output, min power 4 W max 150W (230V). Version without radio receiver with two
wired inputs.

Control unit with On/Off or timed function or motor.
230Vac power supply. Outputs: 4 loads or 2 motors,
maximum power per output 3000W (max. 6000W in total).
4 wired inputs.

"MCU-DM150" on page 45

"LOGIC 400" on page 37

DRIVER CONTROL 0-1/10v- Push-Dim - Dali
TOP-0110

MCU-DM150
Control unit with dimmer function for driver with input
0-1/10V. 230Vac power supply. 1 output, max power
2000W (integrated relay). Radio receiver 433.92MHz. 1
wired input.

Control unit with phase control dimmer function.
110/240Vac power supply. 1 output, min power 4 W - max
150W (230V).

"TOP-0110" on page 42

"MCU-DM150" on page 45

MCU-PUSH

TOP-DL20
Control unit with push-dim. function. 230Vac power supply.
1 output to manage device dimming with push input. Radio
receiver 433.92MHz. One wired input.

Command interface for driver control with DALI input
(Max 20 devices, broadcast command). 230Vac power
supply. Radio receiver 433.92MHz. One wired input.

"MCU-PUSH" on page 44

"TOP-DL20" on page 43

CONSTANT CURRENT CONTROL Dimmer, RGB
TOP-A0307/3 and TOP-A0509/3
Control unit with dimmer function. 12 to 36Vdc power
supply. Three outputs to manage LEDs with constant
current 350-700mA or 500-900mA (can be selected with
jumper for each output). Radio receiver 433.92MHz. Three
wired inputs. Output for power extender.
"TOP-A3" on page 60
TOP-A0307/EXT3 and TOP-A0509/EXT3
Power extender control unit for TopA0307/3 and
TopA0509/3. 12 to 36Vdc power supply. Three outputs
to manage LEDs with constant current 350-700mA or
500-900mA (can be selected with jumper for each output).
"TOP-A/EXT3" on page 62
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TOP-A0307/RGB and TOP-A0509/RGB
Control unit with dimmer function and colour control. 12
to 36Vdc power supply. Three outputs to manage RGB
LEDs with constant current 350-700mA or 500-900mA
(can be selected with jumper for each output). Radio
receiver 433.92MHz. Three wired inputs. Output for power
extender.
"TOP-A/RGB" on page 61

CONSTANT VOLTAGE CONTROL Dimmer, RGB/W, CCT
MCU-V5

MCU-V5/C
Control unit with dimmer function. 12 to 24Vdc power
supply. One output to manage LED with constant voltage
12-24Vdc, max 5A. Radio receiver 433.92MHz. One wired
input.

Control unit with dimmer function. 12 to 24Vdc power
supply. One output to manage LED with constant voltage
12-24Vdc, max 5A. Version without radio receiver with
one wired input.

"MCU-V5" on page 48

"MCU-V5" on page 48

TOP-V8/4

MCU-V3/RGB
Control unit with dimmer function for LEDs with constant
voltage. 12 to 36Vdc power supply. Four outputs, max
8A per output and max 24A in total. Radio receiver
433.92MHz. Three wired inputs. Output for power
extender.
"TOP-V8/4" on page 49

TOP-V8/RGBW

Control unit with dimmer function and colour control for LEDs
with constant voltage. 12 to 24Vdc power supply. 3 outputs,
max 2.5A per output (R,G,B). Radio receiver 433.92MHz.

"MCU-V3/RGB" on page 50
MCU-V4/CCT

Control unit with dimmer function and colour control for RGB
and RGBW LEDs with constant voltage. 12 to 36Vdc power
supply. Four outputs, max 8A per output (R,G,B,W) and max
24A in total. Radio receiver 433.92MHz. Three wired inputs.
Output for power extender.
"TOP-V8/RGBW" on page 51
TOP-V8/CCT2

Control unit with dimmer function and dynamic white
control for CCT LEDs with constant voltage. 12 to 24Vdc
power supply. 2 outputs, max 4A per output (W,WW).
Radio receiver 433.92MHz. One wired input.
"MCU-V4/CCT" on page 52
MCU-DMW

Control unit with dimmer function and dynamic white control
for CCT LEDs with constant voltage. 12 to 36Vdc power
supply. Four outputs, max 8A per output (W1,WW1,W2,WW2)
and max 24A in total. Radio receiver 433.92MHz. Three wired
inputs. Output for power extender.
"TOP-V8/CCT" on page 54

Control unit with Dim-To-Warm dimmer function for CCT
LEDs with constant voltage. 12 to 24Vdc power supply.
2 outputs, max 4A per output (W,WW). Radio receiver
433.92MHz. One wired input.
"MCU-V4/DMW" on page 53

TOP-V8/EXT4
Power extender control unit for Top-V8/4, Top-V8/RGBW
and Top-V8/CCT2 12 to 36Vdc power supply. Four output
to manage LEDs with constant voltage.

"TOP-V8/EXT4" on page 56

CONTROL OF MOTORS
MCU-M500

LOGIC 400
Control unit with motor function (open-close-stop / step /
manual). 110/240Vac power supply. 1 output to manage
motors with integrated limit switch with maximum power
500W (230V). Radio receiver 433.92MHz. Two wired inputs.

Control unit with On/Off or timed function or motor.
230Vac power supply. Outputs: 4 loads or 2 motors,
maximum power per output 3000W (max. 6000W in total).
4 wired inputs.

"MCU-M500" on page 66

"LOGIC 400" on page 67

MCU-1224
Control unit with dry contact function. 12/24 Vac/dc
power supply. 1 output with normally open contact.
Radio receiver 433.92MHz.

"MCU-1224" on page 39
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HOBLO 80

HOBLO 90 + TOUCH

MCU-TX4

HUB 100
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PORTABLE RADIO CONTROLS
DESIGN AND MULTIFUNCTIONAL

TOUCH CONTROL
WITH WALL-MOUNTED
OR TABLE CONTROL

WIRELESS MODULES
TO TRANSFORM WIRED
BUTTONS INTO EASY-TO-USE
RADIO CONTROLS

SMART CONTROL
WEB SERVER INTERFACE
FOR SMARTPHONES AND PCs
21

RADIO: FURTHER DETAILS
HOW THE WIRELESS SYSTEM WORKS

SMALL
INSTALLATIONS
ONE-WAY
RADIO TRANSMISSION
433.92MHz

Ideal for small systems and stand-alone solutions.
Portable radio controls and transmitter module
to transform wired buttons on the wall into radio
controls.
Free field range

120m

Indoor range

40m

MEDIUM-SIZED
INSTALLATIONS
ONE-WAY
RADIO TRANSMISSION +
REPEATERS 433.92MHz

22

The use of MCU-RR repeaters allows the
transmission distance to be multiplied, thereby
allowing devices installed far from the command
point to be controlled, even on multiple floors.
Free field range

120m X Max 4 repeaters

Indoor range

40m X Max 4 repeaters

COMMAND OPTIONS

1. Combination of one radio control and one receiver

Radio control

2. Combination of one radio control and multiple receivers

Radio control

Control unit with
integrated radio
receiver

3. Combination of multiple radio controls and one receiver

Radio controls

Synchronised radio
control

4. Addition of a repeater to increase the radio signal range
and the reception of the receivers positioned on different
floors or at a distance from the command point

Radio controls
Radio repeater.
Up to 4 repeaters
Control unit with
integrated radio
receiver

Control unit with
integrated radio receiver

NEXTA SYSTEM
2 TYPES OF RADIO CONTROL

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

WIRELESS BUS

Radio control with pre-assigned function of keys.
The function of the key depends on the device on which it
is programmed.

Radio control with function of keys settable during receiver
programing. The functions of the key depends on the
device on which it is programmed.

Buttons with symbol

EXAMPLE OF KEY
FUNCTION ON A CONTROL
UNIT FOR LIGHT DIMMER

Buttons without symbol

EXAMPLE OF KEY
FUNCTION ON A CONTROL
UNIT FOR LIGHT DIMMER

Dimmer Up

key1=

ON

On/Off

key2=

OFF

Dimmer Down

key3=

DIMMER

See the list of multifunctional transmitters and the
corresponding functions on page 25.

See the list of generic transmitters and the settable
functions on page 25.
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RADIO: FURTHER DETAILS
TYPE OF RADIO CONTROLS: MULTIFUNCTIONAL

PRODUCT LIST
CODE:
• HB80-1DIM
• HB80-4DIM
• HB80-1C
• HB80-4C
• HB80-30RGBW
• HB80-30D
• HB80-2L
• HB80-4L

CODE:
• HB90-6LT

RADIO CONTROL
CODE

MONOSTABLE TIMER
ON/OFF
DIMMER
CONTROL
CONTROL CONTROL
CONTROL UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT

HB80-30D
HB80-2L
HB80-4L
TOUCH-1L

Pulse

Timer On
Off

On
On/Off
Off

Dimmer Up
On/Off
Dimmer Down

TOUCH-1

Pulse

Timer On

On/Off

On/Off

Dimmer Up
On/Off
Dimmer Down

Open
Stop
Close

Dimmer Up
On/Off
Dimmer Down

-

Dimmer Up
On/Off
Dimmer Down

-

Dimmer Up
On/Off
Dimmer Down
Light Temperature
Save colour temperature

On/Off
Dimmer

On/Off
Dimmer

On/Off

On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Light Intensity
20%
Light Intensity
50%
Light Intensity
100%

On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Light Intensity 20% Light Intensity 50%
Light Intensity
100%

Timer On
Off

TOUCH-1DIM
TOUCH-4DIM

Pulse

Timer On

On/Off

TOUCH-1RGBW

Pulse

Timer On

On/Off

TOUCH-1CCT

Pulse

Timer On

HB80-1C
HB80-4C

Pulse

Timer On

On/Off

On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down

TOUCH-1C

Pulse

Timer On

On/Off

On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down

TOUCH-3C

Pulse

Timer On

On/Off

On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down

TOUCH-CFU

-

-

-

-
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Dimmer Up
On/Off
Dimmer Down

On/Off

Pulse

Timer On

MOTOR
CONTROL CCT CONTROL UNIT
UNIT

On/Off
Dimmer
On/Off
Dimmer

HB80-30RGBW
HB90-6LT

Pulse

RGBW CONTROL
UNIT

Dimmer Up
On/Off
Dimmer Down
On/Off
Dimmer Up/Down
Change colour
Save colour
Play/Stop Cycle
Cycle Effect/Speed
On/Off
Dimmer
On/Off
Dimmer

On
On/Off
Off

HB80-1DIM
HB80-4DIM

CODE:
• TOUCH-1
• TOUCH-1L
• TOUCH-1DIM
• TOUCH-4DIM
• TOUCH-1RGBW
• TOUCH-CFU
• TOUCH-1C
• TOUCH-3C
• TOUCH-1CCT

-

On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Change colour
Save colour
Play/Stop Cycle
Cycle Effect/Speed
On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Change colour
Play/Stop Cycle
Cycle Effect/Speed
On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Change colour
Save colour
Play/Stop Cycle
Cycle Effect/Speed

On/Off
Dimmer
On/Off
Dimmer
On/Off
Dimmer
Light Temperature
On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Light Intensity 20%
Light Intensity 50%
Light Intensity 100%
On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Light Temperature
Save light temperature
Play/Stop Cycle
Cycle Speed
On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Light Temperature
On/Off
Dimmer Up
Dimmer Down
Light Temperature
Save light temperature
Play/Stop Cycle
Cycle Speed

TYPE OF RADIO CONTROLS: WIRELESS BUS

PRODUCT LIST
CODE:
• TOUCH-1G
• TOUCH-2G
• TOUCH-4G
• TOUCH-4LOCK
• TOUCH-TX2
CODE:
• HB80-6G

CODE:
• ROUND-1G

CODE:
• MCU-TX4

FUNCTIONS WHICH CAN BE ASSOCIATED WITH PROGRAMMABLE TRANSMITTER KEYS
These transmitters are compatible with all Nexta Tech receivers. During pairing operations, each key can be combined with the required function
on the basis of the control unit used. Programmable functions:
MCU-L1\L2:
MCU LINE

On/Off, On, Off
MCU-DM150
Dimmer Up, Dimmer Down, On/Off, On/Off (press and release) and Dimmer Up/Down (press and hold), Off,
On, On (press and release) and Dimmer Up (press and hold), OFF (press and release) and Dimmer Down
(press and hold), Soft Off
MCU-PUSH
Pulse
MCU-M500
Up, Down, Stop, Up/Down/Stop
MCU-V5
On/Off, Off, On, On/Off (press and release) and Dimmer Up/Down (press and hold), On (press and release)
and Dimmer Up (press and hold), Off (press and release) and Dimmer Down (press and hold), Soft Off
MCU-V3\RGB
Off, On, On/Off (press and release) and Dimmer Up/Down (press and hold), Change colour (press and
release) and Save colour (press and hold), Dimmer Up/Down colour shade, Play/Stop cycle, Change cycle
time, Change cycle effect, Soft Off
MCU-V4\CCT
Off, On, On/Off (press and release) and Dimmer Up/Down (press and hold), Dimmer down light
temperature, Dimmer Up light temperature, Dimmer Up/Down light temperature, Play/Stop cycle, Change
cycle time, Soft Off

TOP LINE

TOP110, TOPV8\a, TOP-A0307\3, TOP-A0509/3
On/Off, Off, On, Dimmer Up, Dimmer Down, On/Off (press and release) and Dimmer Up/Down (press and
hold), On (press and release) and Dimmer Up (press and hold), Off (press and release) and Dimmer Down
(press and hold), Soft Off
TOPV8\4, TOP-A0307/RGB, TOP-A0509/RGB
Off, On, Dimmer Up, Dimmer Down, On/Off (press and release) and Dimmer Up/Down (press and hold),
change colour (press and release) and save colour (press and hold), Dimmer Up colour, Dimmer down
colour, Play/Stop cycle, Change cycle effect, Change cycle duration, Deactivate save colour, Soft Off

LOGIC LINE
LOGIC 400
control unit set as bistable= On,Off, control unit set as motor= Up, Down, Stop
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RADIO CONTROLS
HOBLO80 Portable, mechanical keys
HB80-1DIM

HB80-4DIM
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 channel, On-Off
function, dimmer up/down, select intensity intensity
30%-60%-100%. CR2450 battery, magnetic wall support.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels +
All, On-Off function, dimmer up/down, select intensity
intensity 30%-60%-100%. CR2450 battery, magnetic wall
support.

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

HB80-1C

HB80-4C
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 channel,
On-Off function, dimmer up/down, colour control RGB/
RGBW and CCT, dynamic cycle control. CR2450 battery,
magnetic wall support.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels + All,
On-Off function, dimmer up/down, colour control RGB/
RGBW and CCT, dynamic cycle control. CR2450 battery,
magnetic wall support.

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

HB80-30RGBW

HB80-30D

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 30 channels,
On-Off function, dimmer up/down, colour control RGB/
RGBW and CCT, dynamic cycle control, open-close-stop
(motor). CR2450 battery, magnetic wall support.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 30 channels
and 4 groups, On-Off function, dimmer up/down,
open-close-stop (motor). CR2450 battery, magnetic wall
support.

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

HB80-2L

HB80-4L
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 2 channels,
On-Off function, dimmer up/down, open-close-stop
(motor). CR2450 battery, magnetic wall support.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels +
All, On-Off function, dimmer up/down, open-close-stop
(motor). CR2450 battery, magnetic wall support.

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

HB80-6G
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 6 keys with
settable function. CR2450 battery, magnetic wall support.

"Hoblo 80" on page 70

HOBLO90 Portable, touchscreen
HB90-6LT
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 6 channels with
settable function for controlling dimmable lights, CCT or
RGB/W.

"Hoblo 90" on page 76
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TOUCH Miniaturised wall-mounted touch control
TOUCH-1G

TOUCH-2G
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 key with
settable function. CR2450 battery.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 2 keys with
settable function. CR2450 battery.

"Touch" on page 78

"Touch" on page 78

TOUCH-4G

TOUCH-LOCK4
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 keys with
settable function. CR2450 battery.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 keys with
settable function. Lock function to prevent unintentional
pressing of the keys. CR2450 battery.

"Touch" on page 78

"Touch" on page 78

TOUCH-1

TOUCH-1L
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 channel with
On-Off Dimmer function. CR2450 battery.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 channel with
On-Off function, dimmer up/down, open-close-stop
(motor). CR2450 battery.

"Touch" on page 78

"Touch" on page 78

TOUCH-1DIM

TOUCH-4DIM

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 channel with
On-Off function and dimmer (with touch surround).
CR2450 battery.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels with
On-Off dimmer function. CR2450 battery.

"Touch" on page 78

"Touch" on page 78

TOUCH-1RGBW

TOUCH-CFU

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 channel with
On-Off Dimmer function and colour selection (with touch
surround). CR2450 battery.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, accessory for
TOUCH-1RGBW, 1 channel with cycle management and
colour save function. CR2450 battery.

"Touch" on page 78

"Touch" on page 78

TOUCH-3C

TOUCH-1CCT
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, MHz, 3 channels
with On-Off Dimmer function and colour selection.
CR2450 battery.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 channel with
On-Off Dimmer function and white light temperature
selection (with touch surround). CR2450 battery.

"Touch" on page 78

"Touch" on page 78
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RADIO CONTROLS AND REPEATERS
TX MODULES AND REPEATERS Recessed transmitters and receivers
MCU-TX4

TOUCH-TX2
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, to transform
standard wired buttons into radio controls, 4 channels
with settable function. 110-240 Vac power supply or
CR2032 battery.

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, to transform
standard wired buttons into radio controls, 2 channels
with settable function. CR2450 battery.

"MCU-TX4 / TOUCH-TX2" on page 84

"MCU-TX4 / TOUCH-TX2" on page 84

MCU-RR
Radio repeater to increase the signal range. Integrated
radio transceiver 433.92 MHz. 110-240 Vac power supply.

"MCU-RR" on page 85

ROUND Recessed miniaturised touch control
ROUND-1G
Recessed radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 key
with settable function. CR2450 battery.

"Round" on page 82

WEBSERVER Interface for using devices from Smartphone and pc
HUB 100
Wi-Fi command interface / RF 433.92 MHz for connection
between Nexta Tech receivers and devices with Wi-Fi
connection. Power supply unit with plug included.

<
Luce cucina

Color Memo

ON

OFF

Intensità %
25

50

75

100

Dimmer

-

+

"HUB DESIGN" on page 108
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SENSORS Wireless light and motion sensors
TOUCH-1SP

ROUND-1SP

Wireless motion sensor, rolling code 433.92 MHz, with
built-in light sensor. Dual function: sensor/radio control.
CR2450 battery.

Wireless motion sensor, rolling code 433.92 MHz,
recessed with built-in light sensor. CR2450 battery.

"Touch 1SP" on page 88

"Round-1SP" on page 89

HB70-SPCT

HB70-SLCT
Wireless motion sensor, rolling code 433.92 MHz, with
built-in light sensor. Manages two light levels. 110/240 Vac
power supply. Includes a TOUCH-SENP radio control to
switch on/off the sensor and manage the light manually.

Wireless light sensor Rolling Code 433.92 MHz, with built-in
motion sensor. 110/240 Vac power supply. Includes a
TOUCH-SENP radio control to switch on/off the sensor,
save the required intensity value and manage the light
manually.
"Hoblo 70SL" on page 92

"Hoblo 70SP" on page 90

UNIT SENSORS Magnetic wireless position and motion sensors
SENSA® T

SENSA® M
Sensor for units which recognises motion and the position
of the door, and switches the light on and off in wireless
mode. The light can be activated for a set time. Version
with edge-mounted installation. CR2450 battery, RF
433.92MHz.

Sensor for units which recognises motion and the position
of the door, and switches the light on and off in wireless
mode. The light can be switched on for a set time, and
switched off during closing, with a magnetic contact
installed on the fixed part of the compartment. Version with
edge-mounted installation. CR2450 battery, RF 433.92MHz.

"SENSA®" on page 98

"SENSA®" on page 98

SENSA® P

SENSA® R35T
Sensor for units which recognises motion and the position
of the door, and switches the light on and off in wireless
mode. The light can be switched on for a set time, and
switched off during closing, as the position of the door
is recognised. Version with edge-mounted installation.
CR2450 battery, RF 433.92MHz.

Sensor for units which recognises motion and the position
of the door, and switches the light on and off in wireless
mode. The light can be activated for a set time. Version
with installation on a 35mm diameter hole. CR2450
battery, RF 433.92MHz.

"SENSA®" on page 98

"SENSA®" on page 102

SENSA® R35M

SENSA® R35P

Sensor for units which recognises motion and the position of
the door, and switches the light on and off in wireless mode.
The light can be switched on for a set time, and switched
off during closing, with a magnetic contact installed on the
fixed part of the compartment. Version with installation on a
35mm diameter hole. CR2450 battery, RF 433.92MHz.

Sensor for units which recognises motion and the position
of the door, and switches the light on and off in wireless
mode. The light can be switched on for a set time, and
switched off during closing, as the position of the door is
recognised. Version with installation on a 35mm diameter
hole. CR2450 battery, RF 433.92MHz.

"SENSA®" on page 102

"SENSA®" on page 102

MCU-SEN1

MCU-SEN4
Control unit with programmable timer function. 12 to
24Vdc power supply. One output to manage LED with
constant voltage 12-24Vdc, max 5A. Radio receiver
433.92MHz.

Control unit with programmable timer function. 12 to
24Vdc power supply. 4 outputs to manage LED with
constant voltage 12-24Vdc, max 2.5A per output. Radio
receiver 433.92MHz.

"MCU-SENSA®" on page 97

"MCU-SENSA®" on page 97
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TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER COMPATIBILITY

LOGIC 400
MOTOR MODE LOGIC 400
MOTOR MODE

MCU-1224

MCU-DM150

MCU-L1

MCU-L2

MCU-M500

MCU-PUSH

MCU-SIM1

MCU-V3/RGB

MCU-V4/CCT

MCU-V5

TOP-0110

TOP-A0307/3

TOP-A0307/RGB

TOP-A0509/3

TOP-A0509/RGB

TOP-DL40

TOP-V8/4

TOP-V8/RGBW

TOP-V8/CCT2

HB80-1C
HB80-1DIM
HB80-2L
HB80-30D
HB80-30RGBW
HB80-4C
HB80-4DIM
HB80-4L
HB80-6G
HB90-6LT
MCU-TX4
ROUND-1G
TOUCH-1
TOUCH-1C
TOUCH-1CCT
TOUCH-1DIM
TOUCH-1G
TOUCH-1L
TOUCH-1RGBW
TOUCH-2G
TOUCH-3C
TOUCH-4DIM
TOUCH-4G
TOUCH-CFU
TOUCH-LOCK4
TOUCH-TX2
HB70-SLCT
HB70-SPCT
ROUND-1SP
SENSA M
SENSA P
SENSA R35M
SENSA R35P
SENSA R35T
SENSA T
TOUCH-1SP
HUB100

LOGIC 400
LIGHT MODE LOGIC 400
LIGHT MODE
WI-FI MODULE

SENSOR

TRASMITTER

RECEIVER CONTROL UNITS

√*
√*
√
√
√*
√*
√*
√
√***
√*
√***
√***
√
√*
√*
√*
√***
√
√*
√***
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√***
√***
√***
√
√
√
√
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√
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*
Some of the function keys on the remote control will have no effect on the load due to the features of the receiving control unit
** The transmitter is only able to send commands: On, Off and Dimmer
*** The transmitters of the "Wireless Bus" family are compatible with all the receivers and their function can be set
during the receiver pairing operation, see page 25
30

RECOMMENDED RADIO CONTROLS

*

LOGIC 400
MOTOR MODE LOGIC 400
MOTOR MODE

MCU-1224

MCU-DM150

MCU-L1

MCU-L2

MCU-M500

MCU-PUSH

MCU-√M1

MCU-V3/RGB

MCU-V4/CCT

MCU-V5

TOP-0110

TOP-A0307/3

TOP-A0307/RGB

TOP-A0509/3

TOP-A0509/RGB

TOP-DL40

TOP-V8/4

TOP-V8/RGBW

TOP-V8/CCT2

RADIO CONTROLS

HB80-1C
HB80-1DIM
HB80-2L
HB80-30D
HB80-30RGBW
HB80-4C
HB80-4DIM
HB80-4L
HB80-6G
HB90-6LT
MCU-TX4
ROUND-1G
TOUCH-1
TOUCH-1C
TOUCH-1CCT
TOUCH-1DIM
TOUCH-1G
TOUCH-1L
TOUCH-1RGBW
TOUCH-2G
TOUCH-3C
TOUCH-4DIM
TOUCH-4G
TOUCH-CFU
TOUCH-LOCK4
TOUCH-TX2

LOGIC 400
LIGHT MODE LOGIC 400
LIGHT MODE

RECEIVER CONTROL UNITS

√
√
√
√*
√*
√*
√
√*
√*
√*
√*

√
√
√
√*
√*
√*
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√
√*
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√*
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√
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√*

The transmitters of the "Wireless Bus" family are compatible with all the receivers and their function can be set
during the receiver pairing operation, see page 25
31

LOAD CONTROL
On/Off, Dimmer and Timed Command
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Pulse - On/Off - Timer | 110-240 Vac

MCU-L1
Wireless and wired
control and timer
MCU-L1 is a miniaturised electronic control unit for managing a device via
radio and wire, with a button or switch.
Flexible applications thanks to the fact that the load can be controlled in
monostable, bistable or timer (from 1 second to 12 hours) mode.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings. Simple programming with
dip-switches, and reduced dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with
screws or for inserting in junction boxes, 55 mm in diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

• Output mode (electrical load
On-Off, load with timed on)
• Switch-on timer
• Wired input mode (button/switch)

• On/Off
• Timed on
• Single or group command

• On/Off - On timed Out1

• Button/Switch

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-L1

CONNECTION TO
POWERED LOADS
110-240 VAC

Control unit for 1 device with power max. 1000W. 110/240 Vac
power supply, RX 433.92 MHZ integrated ISM, wired input
settable with button or switch. Pulse, On/Off, timer

TECHNICAL DATA

P1

P2

L
N

DRY
CONTACT

OUT
P1
L
N
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P2

Power supply

Mains 120-240 Vac

Output

1 x Max 1000W (230V)

No. programmable transmitters

100

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x43x21 mm

Pulse - On/Off - Timer | 110-240 Vac

MCU-L2
Wireless and wired
control and timer for 2 devices
MCU-L2 is a miniaturised electronic control unit for managing 2 devices via
radio and wire, with a button or switch.
Flexible applications thanks to the fact that the load can be controlled in
monostable, bistable or timer (from 1 second to 12 hours) mode.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings. Simple programming with
dip-switches, and reduced dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with
screws or for inserting in junction boxes, 55 mm in diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

• Output mode (electrical load
On-Off, load with timed on)
• Switch-on timer
• Wired input mode (button/switch)

• On/Off
• Timed on
• Single or group command

• P1: On/Off
On timed Out1
• P2: On/Off
On timed Out2

• Button/Switch

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-L2

CONNECTION TO
POWERED LOADS
110-240 VAC

Control unit for 1 or 2 devices with max power 500W. 110/240 Vac
power supply, RX 433.92 MHZ integrated ISM, 2 wired settable
inputs with button or switch. Pulse, On/Off, timer.

TECHNICAL DATA

P1

P2

L
N

Power supply

Mains 120-240 Vac

Output

2 x Max 500W (230V)

No. programmable transmitters

100

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x43x21 mm

DRY
CONTACT

OUT2

C

OUT1
P1
L
N

P2
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Presence simulator - On/Off - Timer | 110-240Vac

MCU-SIM1
Security with just
one command
MCU-SIM1 is a miniaturised electronic control unit for managing a device via
radio and wire, with a button or switch. Flexible applications as the load can
be controlled in monostable, bistable or timer (from 1 second to 60 hours)
mode. The "Presence simulation" function, activated with a wired button
or a dedicated radio command, allows sporadic activation of the lights
(programmable at different times), ideal for reducing the likelihood of your
home being targeted by intruders. The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical)
radio frequency band guarantees a long range, even through walls and
ceilings. Simple programming with dip-switches, and reduced dimensions
with breakable tabs for fixing with screws or for inserting in junction boxes,
55 mm in diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

• Output mode (electrical load
On-Off, load with timed on)
• Switch-on timer
• Wired input mode (button/switch)
• Presence simulator
timer

•
•
•
•

• P1 On/Off - On timed Out1
• P2 Simulator activation

• Button/Switch

On/Off
Timed on
Single or group command
Simulator activation

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-SIM1
Control unit for 1 device with power max. 1000W. 110/240 Vac
power supply, RX 433.92 MHZ integrated ISM, 2 wired settable
inputs with button or switch. Presence simulator function - On/Off
- timer activated.
TECHNICAL DATA
P1

L
N
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P2

Power supply

Mains 120-240 Vac

Output

1 x Max 1000W

No. programmable transmitters

100

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x43x21 mm

On/Off | Timer | Motor | 230 Vac

LOGIC 400
Maximum flexibility
for high powers
LOGIC 400 is the electronic control unit for wireless and wired control of 4
electrical loads or 2 motors of max. power 3000 W each (total max. of 6000
W). The operating mode for outputs (load on-off, timed or motor) and inputs
(mono-button - duo-button) can be set via the display for flexible installation.
It can be easily fitted on a DIN rail and comes with an IP54 plastic box,
making any type of application possible in either a home or an industrial
setting. The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band
guarantees a long range, even through walls and ceilings.

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

• Output mode (electrical load On-Off,
load with timed on, electric motor)
• Wired input mode
(mono/duo-button)
• Switch-on timer
• Motor timer

• On/Off
• Open-Close-Stop
motor
• Timed on
• Single or group
command

With generic loads
• Mode 1 (mono-button) On-Off/Timed on
• Mode 2 (duo-button) P1=On/On timer
With motor
• Mode 1 (mono-button): step
(impulse or manual)
• Mode 2 (duo-button) P1=Open-Stop P2:
Close-Stop (impulse or manual)

• Mono-button
• Duo-button

4 POWERED LOADS
4 POWERED LOADS

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
LOGIC 400
Control unit for 4 loads or 2 motors. 230 Vac power supply, Max
3000 W per channel (6000 W in total). Standard DIN 8 m. RX radio
433.92 MHz, 4 wired inputs.
LOGIC 400 BOX
Antenna

LN

P1

P2

P3

P4

Antenna

LN

P2

P3

P4

2 MOTORS

2 MOTORS

P1

LN

TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply

230 VAC

Max power

4 Out 3000 W
(Max 6000W in total)

Relay on output

16 A with fuse

Protection rating

IP 20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

140x90x45 mm

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

No. radio controls on RX

100

Antenna

LN

motor 1

Logic 400 electronic control unit in IP54 plastic box.

motor 2

P1

P2

P3

P4

Antenna
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Dimmer | 110-240 Vac | R,L,C + LED

MCU-DM150
Light intensity
under control
MCU-DM150 is the miniaturised electronic control unit with dimmer function,
for wireless and wired control of LED lights, and resistive, inductive and
capacitive loads (standard and electronic transformers) up to 150 W.
2 settable wired inputs, including a specific one-hour fade function.
Wide-ranging and accurate dimmer function with fade that can be set to
between 0 and 10 seconds.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings.
Simple programming with dip-switches, reduced dimensions with breakable
tabs for fixing with screws or for insertion into junction boxes with 55 mm
diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

•
•
•
•

• On/Off
• Dimmer intensity
• Soft close 1h

Mode 1
• P1: On/Off - Dimmer intensity
Soft Off 1h
(Fade over 1 hour)
Mode 2
• P1: On - Dimmer Up
• P2: Off - Dimmer Down

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity and colour values
Minimum intensity setting

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

3-WIRE CONNECTION
3-WIRE CONNECTION

MCU-DM150
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with RX 433.92 MHz,
2 wired inputs.
MCU-DM150/C
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with 2 wired inputs
(WIRED ONLY).
TECHNICAL DATA

L
L
N
N

P1
P1

P2
P2

2-WIRE CONNECTION
2-WIRE CONNECTION

L
L
N
N
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P1
P1

P2
P2

Type of load that can be
connected

LED lamps
Resistive and halogen lights
Inductive loads (L)
Electronic transformers

Power supply

110-230 VAC

Max power (with 230 Vac)

150 W

Protection rating

IP 20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x42x21 mm

Radio frequency

-20 +55 °C

Pulse | 12-24 Vdc/ac

MCU-1224
Wireless contact
with low-voltage power supply
MCU-1224 is the miniaturised monostable receiver with dry contact and
low-voltage power supply.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings. Simple programming with
dip-switches, and reduced dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with
screws or for inserting in junction boxes, 55 mm in diameter.

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-1224
Single channel receiver 433.92MHz ISM. 12-24 Vdc/ac power
supply, monostable function. Antenna on terminal board.
TECHNICAL DATA

Antenna
+12/24 Vac/dc
-

Power supply

12-24 VDC/AC

Output

N.O. contact max 1A

No. programmable transmitters

100

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x43x21 mm

OUT
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DRIVER CONTROL
Command solutions for driver with input types: 0-1/10V,
Dali, Push Dim or dimmable Leading-Trailing Edge.

40

41

0-10 V / 1-10 V | 110-240 Vac

TOP-0110
Dimming with
0-1/10V output
TOP-0110 is the control unit with dimmer function for devices with 0-10 V
or 1-10 V input such as electrical ballasts and transformers for fluorescent
lamps. The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band
guarantees a long range, even through walls and ceilings.
Programming via the display is quick and intuitive while its compact size
means it can be easily installed in false ceilings and junction boxes.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

•
•
•
•

• On/Off
• Dimmer intensity
• Soft close 1h

• On/Off
• Dimmer intensity

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity and colour values
Minimum intensity setting

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
TOP-0110

OUT 0110V (dimmer command)

Control unit with dimmer function for wired or radio control of
devices with 0-10 V / 1-10 V input. 110-240 Vac power supply,
max power 2000W (with 240 Vac) Radio receiver 433.92MHz.
Antenna

TECHNICAL DATA

P1

-

L

+

N

OUT 230V (ON/OFF command)
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L
N

Power supply

Mains 110 or 230 Vac

Output

0-10 V / 1-10 V
230V AC (Max 2000 W)

No. programmable transmitters

40

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm

DALI | 110-240 Vac

TOP-DL20
Control unit
interface
Control unit with DALI output.
Transforms radio controls or standard wired buttons into a DALI BUS
protocol. The control unit sends a broadcast command to simultaneously
control up to 20 devices (the power supply for the DALI BUS is supplied
directly from the control unit).
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings.
Programming via the display is quick and intuitive while its compact size
means it can be easily installed in false ceilings and junction boxes.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

•
•
•
•

• On/Off
• Dimmer intensity
• Soft close 1h

• On/Off
• Dimmer intensity

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity and colour values
Minimum intensity setting

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
TOP-DL20

DALI OUT

Antenna

Control unit with dimmer function for wired or radio control of up
to 20 devices with DALI input
110-240 Vac power supply
Radio receiver 433.92MHz.
TECHNICAL DATA

P1

DALI

LED
DRIVER

L

Power supply

Mains 110 or 230 Vac

Output

DALI BUS

No. devices which can be
connected

20

No. programmable transmitters

40

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm

N

L
N
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Push Dim Interface | 110-240Vac

MCU-PUSH
Light intensity
under control
MCU-PUSH is the radio interface for driver LED wireless control with "push
dim" dimmable interface.
The Nexta Tech radio control can send On/Off commands
(press and release) and dimming commands (press and hold).
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings. Simple programming with
dip-switches, and reduced dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with
screws or for inserting in junction boxes, 55 mm in diameter.

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-PUSH
Radio interface for driver LED wireless control with "push-dim"
input.
P1

P2

TECHNICAL DATA

L
N

N L
DRIVER WITH
DIMMER INPUT
WITH
DRY CONTACT
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Dimmer input
with dry contact
(push dim)
OUT

Power supply

110-240 Vac

Output

Dry contact
Max 5A
for push-dim
dimming

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52 x 42 x 21 mm

Dimmer | 110-240 Vac | R,L,C + LED

MCU-DM150
Light intensity
under control
MCU-DM150 is the miniaturised electronic control unit with dimmer function,
for wireless and wired control of LED lights, and resistive, inductive and
capacitive loads (standard and electronic transformers) up to 150 W.
2 settable wired inputs, including a specific one-hour fade function.
Wide-ranging and accurate dimmer function with fade that can be set to
between 0 and 10 seconds.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings.
Simple programming with dip-switches, reduced dimensions with breakable
tabs for fixing with screws or for insertion into junction boxes with 55 mm
diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

•
•
•
•

• On/Off
• Dimmer intensity
• Soft close 1h

Mode 1
• P1: On/Off - Dimmer intensity
Soft Off 1h
(Fade over 1 hour)
Mode 2
• P1: On - Dimmer Up
• P2: Off - Dimmer Down

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity and colour values
Minimum intensity setting

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-DM150

3-WIRE
3-WIRE CONNECTION
CONNECTION

Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with RX 433.92 MHz,
2 wired inputs.
MCU-DM150/C
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with 2 wired inputs
(WIRED ONLY).
TECHNICAL DATA

L
L
N
N

P1
P1

P2
P2

2-WIRE
2-WIRE CONNECTION
CONNECTION

L
L
N
N

P1
P1

Type of load that can be
connected

LED lamps
Resistive and halogen lights
Inductive loads (L)
Electronic transformers

Power supply

(C)110-230 Vac

Max power (with 230 Vac)

150 W

Protection rating

IP 20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x42x21 mm

Radio frequency

-20 +55 °C

P2
P2
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CONSTANT
VOLTAGE CONTROL
Command solutions for single colour,
RGB, RGBW and CCT LEDs with constant current

46
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Dimmer | LED with constant voltage | 12-24 VDC

MCU-V5
Single colour LED
control and light intensity
MCU-V5 is the miniaturised electronic control unit with dimmer function,
for wireless and wired control of LED lights with constant voltage, power
12-24Vdc, max. power draw 5A. One wired input, wide-ranging and accurate
dimmer function with fade that can be set to between 0 and 10 seconds.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings. Simple programming with
dip-switches, and reduced dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with
screws or for inserting in junction boxes, 55 mm in diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

•
•
•
•

• On/Off
• Dimmer intensity
• Soft close 1h

• P1: On/Off - Dimmer intensity

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity value
Minimum intensity setting

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-V5

L N

Dimmer for LED with constant voltage 12-24Vdc Max 5A, RX
433.92MHz and one wired input.
MCU-V5/C
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L: Brown

C
P1

TECHNICAL DATA
+
+
-

OUTPUT: 12V/24V
- Black

+ Red

POWER SUPPLY

N: Blue

Dimmer for LED with constant voltage 12-24Vdc Max 5A, one
wired input (WIRED ONLY).

P1

Type of load that can be
connected

LED with constant voltage

Power supply

12-24Vdc

Output

Max load 5A:
60W (with 12Vdc)
120W (with 24VDC)

Protection rating

IP 20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x42x21 mm

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Dimmer | LED with constant voltage | 12-24 VDC

TOP-V8/4
Control of single colour LEDs
with constant voltage
TOP-V8/4 is the electronic control unit with dimmer function for wireless and
wired control of LEDs with constant voltage. The 4 synchronisable outputs,
each with maximum consumption of 8A and the option of connecting up to 4
further extenders, enable synchronised control of high powers.
Three wired inputs with button. Wide-ranging and accurate dimmer function;
fade on and off that can be set to between 0 and 10 seconds. The ISM
(industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees a long
range, even through walls and ceilings. Programming via the display is quick
and intuitive while its compact size means it can be easily installed in false
ceilings and junction boxes.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

•
•
•
•
•

• On / Off
• Dimmer intensity
• Soft close
1h

• On / Off - Dimmer intensity

• 3, with button

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity value
Minimum intensity setting
Single or synchronised control of outputs

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
TOP-V8/4

+

Control unit with dimmer function for single colour LEDs with
constant voltage, 12-36 Vdc, 4 outputs, Max 8 A per output
(max 24A in total). RX radio 433.92 MHz, 3 wired inputs, input for
extender.

+
+

TOP-V8/EXT4

-

Extender with constant voltage 12-36 Vdc, 4 outputs, max 8 A
per output. (max. 24A in total).
See page 56

+
-

P2

TECHNICAL DATA
-

-+

N: Blue

L: Brown

L N

P3

+

EXTENDER

- Black

TOP-V8/4

OUTPUT: 12V/24V/36V

-+

POWER SUPPLY

-

+ Red

+

P1

Power supply

12-36 VDC

Output

Max load 8A per output
(24A in total):
90 W (con 12Vdc) per output
180 W (with 24Vdc) per output
270 W (with 36Vdc) per output

Type of load

LED with constant voltage

No. prog. transmitters

40

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm

RJ11 6-pole cable

Max 4 Extenders.
Max. total
cable length
between Master control unit
and Extender 50 m
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RGB control | LED with constant voltage | 12-24 Vdc

MCU-V3/RGB
Wireless colour
management
MCU-V3/RGB is the electronic control unit for wireless control of RGB LEDs
with constant voltage 12-24 Vdc with maximum consumption of 2.5A per
output. The colour effect, dimming and fade on and off control can be set to
between 0 and 10 seconds. The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio
frequency band guarantees a long range, even through walls and ceilings.
Simple programming with dip-switches, and reduced dimensions with
breakable tabs for fixing with screws or for inserting in junction boxes, 55
mm in diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity value
Minimum intensity setting

CONNECTIONS

On/Off
Dimmer intensity
Select colour
Select colour shade
Save colour
Soft close 1h
Play/Stop colour animation cycle
Animation cycle speed

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-V3/RGB

L N

Control unit for RGB LED with constant voltage 12-24Vdc Max
2.5A per output, RX 433.92MHz.
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+
+
R
G
B

L: Brown

OUTPUT: 12V/24V
+ Red

- Black

POWER SUPPLY

N: Blue

TECHNICAL DATA
Type of load that can be
connected

RGB LED with constant voltage

Power supply

12-24Vdc

Output

Max 2.5A per output:
30W (12VDC) per output
60 W (with 24Vdc) per output

Protection rating

IP 20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x42x21 mm

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

RGBW control | LED with constant voltage | 12-24 Vdc

TOP-V8/RGBW
Wireless and wired
colour management
Top-V8/RGBW is the electronic control unit for wireless and wired control of
RGB and RGBW LEDs with constant voltage 12/24/36 Vdc with maximum
output consumption of 8 A. Connect up to 4 further extender-slaves for
synchronised control of high powers. The addition of the white channel allows
improved regulation of the colour temperature, as well as accurate definition
of white light. Light scenarios of great effect can be achieved thanks to being
able to set the fade on and off, the accurate dimming of the brightness and
the chromatic effects achieved with the adjustable speed animation cycle. The
ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees a long
range, even through walls and ceilings. Programming via the display is quick
and intuitive while its compact size means it can be easily installed in false
ceilings and junction boxes.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

• Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
• Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
• Save last selected intensity and
colour values
• Minimum intensity setting
• Set up mode RGB or RGBW

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• P1: On/Off - Dimmer intensity
• P2:Select colour - Select shade
- Save colour
• P3: Play/Stop colour animation
cycle, animation cycle speed

• 3, with button

On/Off
Dimmer intensity
Select colour
Select colour shade
Save colour
Soft close 1h
Play/Stop colour animation cycle
Animation cycle speed
White light shade management

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
TOP-V8/RGBW

+

+

-G

Control unit for RGB and RGBW LEDs with constant voltage,
12-36 Vdc, max 8A per output (max 24A in total). RX radio 433.92
MHz, 3 wired inputs, input for extender.

+

TOP-V8/EXT4

-W

W

W

W

W

W

W

++

B
R

-+

Extender with constant voltage 12-36 Vdc, max 8A per output
(24A total)
See page 56

W

+BG

W

W

W

R

-

TECHNICAL DATA

POWER
SUPPLY
POWER SUPPLY
Blue
N:N:Blue

L
N
L N

P3
P3

P2
P2

P1
P1

+
+

--

Power supply
-+
-+

EXTENDER
EXTENDER

Black
- -Black

TOP-V8/4
TOP-V8/RGBW

Brown
L:L:Brown

-+
-+

OUTPUT:
12V/24V/36V
OUTPUT:
12V/24V/36V

--

Red
++Red

+
+

Output

Type of load

RJ11
RJ116-pole
6-polecable
cable

Max 4 Extenders.
Max. total
cable length
between Master control unit
and Extender 50 m

12-36 VDC
Max load 8 A per output
(Max 24A in total):
90 W (12Vdc) per output
180 W (with 24 Vdc) per output
270 W (with 36 Vdc) per output
LED with constant voltage:
RGB
RGB + white light
RGBW

No. programmable transmitters

30

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm
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CCT control | CCT LED with Constant Voltage | 12-24 Vdc

MCU-V4/CCT
Dynamic white
and intensity control
MCU-V4/CCT is the miniaturised electronic control unit with dimmer
function for wireless and wired control of LEDs with constant voltage, power
12-24Vdc, max. power draw 4A per channel. Designed for devices with dual
LED (cold LED + hot LED), thanks to the mixing of these two components
it is possible to adjust the temperature of the light (CCT correlated colour
temperature). 1 wired input, wide-ranging and accurate dimmer function
with fade that can be set to between 0 and 10 seconds. The ISM (industrial,
scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees a long range,
even through walls and ceilings. Simple programming with dip-switches,
and reduced dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with screws or for
inserting in junction boxes, 55 mm in diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• On/Off - Dimmer intensity
• White light temperature dimmer

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity value
Minimum intensity setting

CONNECTIONS

On/Off
Dimmer intensity
White light temperature dimmer
Soft close 1h

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-V4/CCT

L N

Control unit with dimmer function for LEDs with constant voltage.
CCT colour temperature management (dynamic white). 12-24 Vdc,
2 outputs, max 4A per output. RX radio 433.92 MHz, 1 wired input.

OUTPUT: 12V/24V
+ Red

+
+
WW
W
C
P1

L: Brown

POWER SUPPLY
- Black

N: Blue

TECHNICAL DATA

52

P1

Power supply

12-24 VDC

Output

Max load 4 A (X 2CH)

Type of load

Warm LED + Cold LED

No. programmable transmitters

30

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x43x21 mm

Dimmer | CCT LED with Constant Voltage | 12-24 VDC

MCU-V4/DMW
Dim-to-warm function
and light intensity
MCU-V4/DMW is the miniaturised electronic control unit with Dimmer
function for wireless and wired control of LEDs with constant voltage, power
12-24 Vdc, max. power draw 4A per channel. Designed for devices with a
double LED (warm LED + cold LED), it sets a colder light temperature with
higher intensity levels and a warmer light temperature with lower intensity
values. 1 wired input, wide-ranging and accurate dimmer function with fade
that can be set to between 0 and 10 seconds. The ISM (industrial, scientific
and medical) radio frequency band guarantees a long range, even through
walls and ceilings. Simple programming with dip-switches, and reduced
dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with screws or for inserting in
junction boxes, 55 mm in diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

•
•
•
•

• On / Off
• Dimmer intensity
• Soft close 1h

• P1: On / Off - Dimmer intensity

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity value
Minimum intensity setting

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-V4/DMW
Dimmer for LED with constant voltage 12-24Vdc Max4A for CH,
RX 433.92MHz and two wired inputs.

TECHNICAL DATA

OUTPUT: 12V/24V
+ Red

+
+
WW
W
C
P1

L: Brown

POWER SUPPLY
- Black

N: Blue

L N

P1

Power supply

12-24 VDC

Output

Max load 4 A (X 2CH)

Type of load

Warm LED + Cold LED

No. programmable transmitters

30

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x43x21 mm
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CCT control | LED with Constant Voltage | 12-36 Vdc

TOP-V8/CCT
White light
temperature control
TOP-V8/CCT2 is the electronic control unit with Dimmer function for wireless
and wired control of LEDs with constant voltage. Designed for devices with
dual LED (cold LED + hot LED), thanks to the mixing of these two components
it is possible to adjust the temperature of the light (CCT correlated colour
temperature). Connect up to 4 further extenders for synchronised control of
high powers. Wired inputs with button, 0/1-10 V and 0-5 V potentiometer.
Wide-ranging and accurate dimmer function; fade on and off that can be set to
between 0 and 10 seconds. The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio
frequency band guarantees a long range, even through walls and ceilings.
Programming via the display is quick and intuitive while its compact size
means it can be easily installed in false ceilings and junction boxes.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

• Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
• Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
• Save last selected intensity and
white light temperature
• Minimum intensity setting

•
•
•
•

• On/Off - Dimmer intensity
• White light temperature dimmer

• 3, with button

On/Off
Dimmer intensity
White light temperature dimmer
Soft close 1h

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
TOP-V8/CCT2

+

Control unit with dimmer function for LEDs with constant voltage.
CCT colour temperature management. 12-36Vdc, 2 outputs, max
8A per output (max 24A in total). RX radio 433.92 MHz, 3 wired
inputs, input for extender.

W
WW

+
W
WW

TOP-V8/EXT4
Extender with constant voltage 12-36 Vdc, 4 outputs,
max 8 A per output. See page 56

-+

- Black

-

+ Red

+

-+

N: Blue

L: Brown
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P2

-

EXTENDER

OUTPUT: 12V/24V/36V

POWER SUPPLY

TOP-V8/CCT2

L N

P3

+

P1

RJ11 6-pole cable

Max 4 Extenders.
Max. total
cable length
between Master control unit
and Extender 50 m

TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply

12-36 VDC

Output

Max load 8A per output:
90 W (con 12Vdc) per output
180 W (with 24Vdc) per output
270 W (with 36Vdc) per output

Type of load

Cold+hot white LED

No. programmable transmitters

30

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm
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LED control | 12-36 Vdc

TOP-V8/EXT4
Power extension
TOP-V8/EXT4 is the electronic control unit for increasing the load controlled
by the control units with constant voltage.
It is possible to connect up to 4 extender-slaves ensuring high power
synchronized commands.
The compact size means they can be easily installed on false ceilings and
junction boxes.

COMPATIBLE CONTROL UNITS
• TOP-V8/4
• TOP-V8/RGBW
• TOP-V8/CCT2

CONNECTIONS

+

+

-+

- Black

-

OUTPUT: 12V/24V/36V

POWER SUPPLY

L: Brown

N: Blue

EXTENDER

MASTER CONTROL UNIT

-+

+ Red

-

TECHNICAL DATA

L N
RJ11 6-pole cable

Max 4 Extenders. Max.
total cable length
between Master control
unit and
Extender 50 m
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Power supply

12-36 VDC

Output

Max load 8A per output:
90 W (with 12Vdc)
180 W (with 24Vdc)
270 W (with 36Vdc)

Type of load

LED with constant voltage

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm

Connection accessories

WI-TOP
Master-Extender
connection cable
RJ11 cable with assembled terminals for connection of Master and Top
Extender control units. Up to 4 Extenders for a full 50 metres of cabling
can be connected.

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
WI-TOP30
Connection cable for Top Extender.
Length 30 cm

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
WI-TOP100
Connection cable for Top Extender.
Length 1 m

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
WI-TOP500
Connection cable for Top Extender.
Length 5 m

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
WI-TOP1000
Connection cable for Top Extender.
Length 10 m
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CONSTANT
CURRENT CONTROL
Command solutions for single colour and RGB LED
with constant current
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Dimmer | LED with constant current 350/700 | 12-36 VDC

TOP-A3
LED dimmer
with constant current
TOP-A/3 is the electronic control unit with Dimmer function for wireless and
wired control of LEDs with constant current. 12-36 Vdc power supply and
output can be selected via Jumper 350-500-700-900 mA. Connect up to
4 further extenders for synchronised control of high powers. Wired inputs
with button. Wide-ranging and accurate dimmer function; fade on and off
that can be set to between 0 and 10 seconds. The ISM (industrial, scientific
and medical) radio frequency band guarantees a long range, even through
walls and ceilings. Programming via the display is quick and intuitive while
its compact size means it can be easily installed in false ceilings and junction
boxes.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

•
•
•
•
•

• On/Off
• Dimmer intensity
• Soft close 1h

• On/Off - Dimmer intensity

• 3, with button

Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
Save last selected intensity value
Minimum intensity setting
Single or synchronised control

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
TOP-A0307/3
+

Control unit with 3 outputs for LEDs with constant current 350-700
mA (jumper on each output) 12-36Vdc power supply. RX 433 MHz,
3 wired inputs, input for extender.

+
-

TOP-A0307/EXT3

+

Extender with constant current, 3 x 350-700 mA.
See page 62

-

TOP-A0509/3

-+

-+

EXTENDER

POWER SUPPLY

OUTPUT: 12V/24V/36V

TOP-A/3

TOP-A0509/EXT3
Extender with constant current, 3 x 500-900 mA.
See page 62
TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply

N: Blue

L: Brown
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P2

-

Control unit with 3 outputs for LEDs with constant current 500-900
mA (jumper on each output) 12-36 Vdc power supply. RX 433
MHz, 3 wired inputs, input for extender.

Maximum
power
with 3 outputs

L N

P3

+

- Black

-

+ Red

+

P1

RJ11 6-pole cable

Max 4 Extenders
Max. total cable length
between control unit and
master and extender 60 m

12-36 VDC
12 VDC

350mA

500mA

700mA

900mA

12 W

18 W

75 W

32 W

24 VDC

24 W

36 W

50 W

64 W

36 VDC

36 W

54 W

75 W

96 W

Type of load

RGB LED with constant current

No. programmable transmitters

40

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm

RGB control | LED 350/700 - 500/900 mA | RGB |12-36 Vdc

TOP-A/RGB
Colour scenarios
for LEDs with constant current
Top-A/RGB is the electronic control unit for wireless and wired RGB LED
with constant current. 12-36 Vdc power supply and output can be selected
via Jumper 350-500-700-900 mA. Connect up to 4 further extender-slaves
for synchronised control of a larger number of LEDs. Light scenarios of
great effect can be achieved thanks to the fade-on and fade-off, accurate
brightness dimming and the chromatic effects achieved with the adjustable
speed animation cycle.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings.
Programming via the display is quick and intuitive while its compact size
means it can be easily installed in false ceilings and junction boxes.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

• Soft ON (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
• Soft OFF (0-0.5-2-4-10 seconds)
• Save last selected intensity and
colour values
• Minimum intensity setting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• 3, with button

On/Off
Dimmer intensity
Select colour
Select colour shade
Save colour
Soft close 1h
Play/Stop colour animation cycle
Animation cycle speed
White light shade management

CONNECTIONS

P1: On/Off - Dimmer intensity
P2: Select colour
- Select shade - Save colour
P3: Play/Stop colour animation
cycle, animation cycle speed

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
TOP-A0307/RGB
Control unit for RGB LEDs with constant current 350-700 mA
(jumper on each output). 12-36Vdc power supply. RX radio 433
MHz, 3 wired inputs, input for extender.
TOP-A0307/EXT3
Extender with constant current, 3 x 350-700 mA.
See page 62

-+

TOP-A0509/RGB
-+

P1

Control unit for RGB LEDs with constant current 500-900 mA
(jumper on each output). 12-36Vdc power supply. RX radio 433
MHz, 3 wired inputs, input for extender.
TOP-A0509/EXT3
Extender with constant current, 3 x 500-900 mA.
See page 62
TECHNICAL DATA

N: Blue

L: Brown

P2

-

EXTENDER

OUTPUT: 12V/24V/36V

POWER SUPPLY

TOP-A/RGB

L N

P3

+

- Black

-

+ Red

+

Power supply

RJ11 6-pole cable

Max 4 Extenders.
Max. total cable length
between Master control
unit and
Extender 50 m

Maximum
power
with 3 outputs

12-36 VDC
12 VDC

350mA

500mA

700mA

900mA

12 W

18 W

75 W

32 W

24 VDC

24 W

36 W

50 W

64 W

36 VDC

36 W

54 W

75 W

96 W

Type of load

RGB LED with constant current

No. programmable transmitters

40

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm
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Control of LED with constant voltage | 12-36 Vdc

TOP-A/EXT3
Power extension
TOP-A/EXT is the electronic control unit for increasing the load controlled by
the control units with constant current.
It is possible to connect up to 4 extender-slaves ensuring high power
synchronized commands.
The compact size means they can be easily installed on false ceilings and
junction boxes.

COMPATIBLE CONTROL UNITS
• TOP-A0307/RGB
• TOP-A0509/RGB

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
TOP-A0307/EXT3
Extender with constant current, 3 x 350-700 mA.
TOP-A0509/EXT3

+

- Black

POWER SUPPLY

L: Brown

N: Blue

-+

OUTPUT: 12V/24V/36V

-

EXTENDER

MASTER CONTROL UNIT

-+

+ Red

-

+

L N
RJ11 6-pole cable

Max 4 Extenders. Max.
total cable length
between Master control
unit and
Extender 50 m
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Extender with constant current, 3 x 500-900 mA.
TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply

12-36 VDC
350mA

Maximum
power
with 3 outputs

500mA

700mA

900mA

12 VDC

12 W

18 W

75 W

32 W

24 VDC

24 W

36 W

50 W

64 W

36 VDC

36 W

54 W

75 W

96 W

Type of load

LEDs with constant current

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

174x46x35 mm

Connection accessories

WI-TOP
Master-Extender
connection cable
RJ11 cable with assembled terminals for connection of Master and Top
Extender control units. Up to 4 Extenders for a full 50 metres of cabling can
be connected.

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
Wi-top30
Connection cable for Top Extender.
Length 30 cm

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
wi-top100
Connection cable for Top Extender.
Length 1 m

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
wi-top500
Connection cable for Top Extender.
Length 5 cm

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
Wi-top1000
Connection cable for Top Extender.
Length 10 m
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CONTROL OF MOTORS
Command solutions for motorised blinds and awnings
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Motor | 110-240 Vac

MCU-M500
Wireless and wired
motor controls
MCU-M500 is the control unit for electric motors with max power 500W.
Ideal for activating motorised awnings, shutters and blinds with settable
Up-Down-Stop, step and manual modes.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings Simple programming with
dip-switches, and reduced dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with
screws or for inserting in junction boxes, 55 mm in diameter.

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS
settable modes

• Wired input mode
(mono/duo-button)
• Motor timer

• Up/Down/Stop
• Step

Mode 1
• Step (impulse or manual)
Mode 2
• P1 = Open-Stop (impulse or manual)
• P2 = Close, Stop (impulse or manual)

• Mono-button
• Duo-button

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-M500

motor

Control unit for managing 1 motor with max power 500W via radio
or wire. Radio receiver 433.92 MHz.
Controls with settable mode: up-down-stop, step, manual. 90-265
Vac switching power supply.
TECHNICAL DATA

P1
L
N
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P2

Power supply

Mains 120-240 Vac

Max load power

1 motor max 500 W (230V)

No. programmable transmitters

30

Radio frequency

433.920 MHz ISM

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x43x21 mm

On/Off | Timer | Motor | 230 Vac

LOGIC 400
Maximum flexibility
for high powers
LOGIC 400 is the electronic control unit for wireless and wired control of 4
electrical loads or 2 motors of max. power 3000 W each (total max. of 6000
W). The operating mode for outputs (load on-off, timed or motor) and inputs
(mono-button - duo-button) can be set via the display for flexible installation.
It can be easily fitted on a DIN rail and comes with an IP54 plastic box,
making any type of application possible in either a home or an industrial
setting. The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band
guarantees a long range, even through walls and ceilings.

RADIO FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUT FUNCTIONS

WIRED INPUTS

• Output mode (electrical load
On-Off, load with timed on, electric
motor)
• Wired input mode (mono/
duo-button)
• Switch-on timer
• Motor timer

• On/Off
• Open-Close-Stop
motor
• Timed on
• Single or group
command

With generic loads
• Mode 1 (mono-button) On/Off / timed On
• Mode 2 (duo-button) P1=On/On timer
With motor
• Mode 1 (mono-button): step (impulse or manual)
• Mode 2 (duo-button) P1=Open-Stop P2:
Close-Stop (impulse or manual)

• Mono-button
• Duo-button

4 POWERED LOADS
4 POWERED LOADS

SETTABLE FUNCTIONS

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
LOGIC 400
Control unit for 4 loads or 2 motors. 230 Vac power supply, Max
3000 W per channel (6000 W in total). Standard DIN 8 m. RX radio
433.92 MHz, 4 wired inputs.
LOGIC 400 BOX
Antenna

LN

P1

P2

P3

P4

Antenna

LN

P2

P3

P4

TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply

230 VAC

Max power

3000 W

Relay on output

16 A with fuse

Protection rating

IP 20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

140x90x45 mm

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

No. radio controls on RX

100

2 MOTORS

2 MOTORS

P1

Logic 400 electronic control unit in IP54 plastic box.

Antenna

LN

motor 1

LN

motor 2

P1

P2

P3

P4

Antenna
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RADIO CONTROLS
Design and Control
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Radio control

Hoblo 80
Design and functionality for
any application
Multifunctional radio control for up to 30 electrical devices, controlled singly
or in a group.
Available in nine versions for a wide range of uses, with keys that are pre-set
or can be selected during programming on the electronic control unit, display
with 7 segments and 4 LEDs for selecting channels and groups.
The models feature different screen-printing on the front screen and a
different use of LEDs and displays (see summary table).
Hoblo 80 is a very robust design product and is easy to use thanks to its
aluminium alloy structure, the shock-proof polycarbonate plastic parts, and
the magnetic wall-mounting support.

TECHNICAL DATA
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Power supply

CR 2450 battery

Battery life

About 2 years

Code

Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

80 m in free field
30m inside a building

Dimensions

Diameter 80 mm x h 13 mm

Six buttons

Display

Chrome metal
surround

Four LEDs

White version
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Remote control

Hoblo 80
LIGHTS DIMMER
LIGHTS DIMMER ON-OFF, 30-60-100%, DIMMER UP/DOWN
2

2

1

3

1

3

6

4

6

4

5

5

HB80-1DIM

HB80-4DIM

• Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz,
1 channel, dimmer functions.
• Functions:
20%
50%
100%,
Dimmer Up
On/Off (press and release)
OFF (press and hold)
Dimmer Down
LED = Radio signal

• Remote control rolling code 433.92 MHz
4 channels +All. command, dimmer functions
• Functions:
20%
50%
100%
On/Off (press and release)
OFF (press and hold)
Select channel (press and release)
All (press and hold)
Dimmer Up/Down
LED = Channel selection

LIGHTS DIMMER
ON-OFF, DIMMER UP/DOWN, SELECT COLOUR, DYNAMIC EFFECTS
2

2

2

1

3

1

3

1

3

6

4

6

4

6

4

5

5

5

HB80-1C

HB80-4C

HB80-30RGBW

• Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz,
1 channel. Colour and dimmer functions
• Functions:
Play/Stop Cycle (press and release)
Save (press and hold)
Change colour in steps (press and release)
Change colour gradually (press and hold)
Change cycle speed (press and release)
Change cycle effect (press and hold)
Dimmer Up
On/Off (press and release)
OFF (press and hold)
Dimmer Down
LED = Radio signal

• Radio control, rolling code 433.92MHz,
4 channels + All command
Colour and dimmer functions
• Functions:
Play/Stop Cycle (press and release),
Save (press and hold)
Change colour in steps (press and release)
Change colour gradually (press and hold)
Change cycle speed (press and release)
Change cycle effect (press and hold)
On/Off (press and release)
OFF (press and hold)
Select channel (press and release)
All (press and hold)
Dimmer Up/Down
LED = Select channel

• Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz,
30 channels. Up-down-on/off
dimmer and colour commands
• Functions A:
1 = Channel +; 2 = Select colour mode;
3 = Up; 4 = Down; 5 = On/Off (press and
release), Off (press and hold) - pulse - stop;
6 = Channel • B Functions
1 = Play/Stop cycle; 2 = Exit colour mode; 3
= Select colour shade, Up;
4 = Select colour shade, Down;
5 = Select RGBW colour (press and release)
and save (press and hold);
6 = Change cycle speed (press and release),
change cycle effect (press and hold)
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL
PULSE, ON-OFF, OPEN-STOP-CLOSE, DIMMER UP/DOWN
2

2

2

1

3

1

3

1

3

6

4

6

4

6

4

5

5

5

HB80-30D

HB80-2L

HB80-4L

• Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz,
30 channels and 4 groups, Up-Down-Stop
• Functions:
Channel +
Group selection
Up
Down
On/Off (press and release),
Off (press and hold) - pulse - stop
• Channel DISPLAY = Selection of channels 1-30
LED = Selection of Groups A-B-C-D

• Remote control, rolling code 433.92 MHz,
2 channels, Up-Down-Stop
• Functions
Down ch1
On/Off (press and release),
Off (press and hold) - pulse - stop ch1
Up ch1
Up ch2
On/Off (press and release),
Off (press and hold) - pulse - stop ch2
Down ch2
LED=Radio signal

• Remote control, rolling code 433.92 MHz,
4 channels +All, Up-Down-Stop
• Functions:
Down
On/Off (press and release)
Off (press and hold) - pulse - stop ch1
Up
Select channel +
Select all channels
Select channel LED = Select channel

PROGRAMMABLE
THE DESIRED FUNCTION FOR EACH KEY

HB80-6G
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz,
6 channels with settable function
(wireless bus)

*

The transmitters of the "Wireless Bus" family are compatible with all the receivers
and their function can be set during the receiver pairing operation,
see page 25
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Radio control

Hoblo 90
Touch experience and precision
controls even over long distances
Multi-channel radio control with capacitive touch technology, ideal for
controlling awnings, blinds and dimmable or coloured lights. Combined with
Nexta Tech lighting controllers, and thanks to the RGB LED surround, the
light intensity can easily be dimmed and the colour shade and temperature of
the white light controlled. Supplied with a wall or table support with magnetic
contact, Hoblo 90 is equipped with an accelerometer that allows the
controller to switch on instantly when picked up or moved. Its extra-glossy
white polycarbonate surfaces make it a solid item with an innovative design.

TECHNICAL DATA
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Power supply

2 x AA batteries

Radio code

Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

100 m in field (40m inside a
building)

Dimensions

Diameter 90 mm, h 30 mm

Controller off

Backlit touch buttons

Dimmer and
colour selection
surround

Output

Select
channel

Command
buttons

RADIOFREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees a long range, even through walls and ceilings.

FIXING OPTIONS
As the front ring can be rotated through 180°, HB 90 can be fitted to a wall or table. The magnetic support provides a convenient and elegant
fitting

TABLE MOUNT

WALL MOUNT
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Radio control

Hoblo 90

RGB SCREEN

HB90-6LT
Radio control with 6 channels, rolling
code 433.92MHz.
Ideal for controlling dimmable, RGB and RGBW lights.
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DIMMER SCREEN

CCT SCREEN

See compatibility table and suggested combinations on page 30-31
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Wireless control

Touch
Touch control
Miniaturised innovative design with numerous command versions for flexible
and convenient wireless installations.
Its compact size means it can easily be attached to a wall, piece of furniture,
window or shelf.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings.

TECHNICAL DATA
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Power supply

CR 2450 battery

Battery life

About 3 years

Encoding

Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

100 m (40m inside a building)

Dimensions

40 mm x 40 mm h 10 mm

breve
breve
breve

lungo
lungo
lungo

Rotazione
longRotazione
longRotazione
long

Touch push

Push surround

Touch buttons
with capacitive
touch technology.
short short
long long
A brief or prolonged press are both recognised for different
functions such as:
press and release = On/Off, press and hold = Dimmer.

Central touch button and capacitive touch surround to send
commands by moving your finger in a rotary motion, ideal for
colour and intensity dimmer functions.

Short

Long

Short

Long

Rotation
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Wireless control

Touch
DIMMER
ON-OFF, DIMMER UP/DOWN, DIMMER SURROUND

TOUCH-1

TOUCH-1L

TOUCH-1DIM

TOUCH-4DIM

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz, 1 channel.
• Functions:
Press and release: ON/Off
Press and hold: Dimmer

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz,
• Functions:
Dimmer up, On/Off, dimmer
down. Indicated for motorised
awnings with Open-Stop-Close
functions

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz, 1 channel.
• Functions:
- Surround: change intensity
(gradual or in steps)
- Middle key:
On/Off (press and release) and
Off (press and hold)

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz, 4 channels.
• Functions:
- Surround: Select channel
- Middle key:
On-Off (press and release),
dimmer (press and hold)

PROGRAMMABLE
THE DESIRED FUNCTION FOR EACH KEY

TOUCH-1G

TOUCH-2G

TOUCH-4G

TOUCH-LOCK4

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz,
1 programmable channel.

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz,
2 programmable channels.

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz,
4 programmable channels.

• Radio control RC 433.92MHz
with lock to prevent the buttons
from being accidentally pressed
(release time can be selected), 4
channels with settable function.
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RGB/W AND CCT CONTROL
ON-OFF, DIMMER, SELECT COLOUR, DYNAMIC EFFECTS

TOUCH-1RGBW

TOUCH-CFU

TOUCH-1C

TOUCH-3C

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz, 1 channel.
• Functions:
- Surround: change colour
(gradual or in steps) + White
- Middle key:
On/Off and dimmer

• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz, 1 channel.
• Functions: play/stop cycle,
change cycle speed, change
cycle effect, save colour.
To be used with
con TOUCH-1RGBW

• Radio control RC
• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz, 1 channel.
433.92 MHz, 3 channels.
• Functions:
• Functions:
On/Off, Dimmer, play/stop cycle,
- Surround: select channel
change colour + White
and change colour
- Middle key: On-Off
(press and release), Dimmer
(press and hold)

TOUCH-1CCT
• Radio control RC
433.92 MHz, 1 channel.
• Functions:
- Surround: change temperature
- Middle key:
On/Off and dimmer

*

The transmitters of the "Wireless Bus" family are compatible with all the receivers and their function can be set
during the receiver pairing operation, see page 25
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Wireless control

Round
Touch control
Round is the recessed radio remote control with capacitive touch technology,
ideal for installation on shelves, bookcases and under cupboards.
SIMPLY make a hole with a diameter of 35mm and a depth of 13mm to
transform your furniture into an innovative control system.

TECHNICAL DATA
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Power supply

CR 2450 battery

Battery life

About 3 years

Encoding

Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

40m (20m inside a building)

External dimensions

38 mm x h 14 mm

Hole dimensions

35 mm x h 14 mm

SIDE VIEW

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
ROUND-1G
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 1 programmable channel.

*

The transmitters of the "Wireless Bus" family are compatible
with all the receivers and their function can be set
during the receiver pairing operation, see page 25
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Radio control

MCU-TX4 / TOUCH-TX2

TOUCH-TX2

It transforms wired buttons into radio controls:
fast and reliable wireless connection
Recessed remote control, ideal for transforming wired wall buttons into
radio controls. The innovative dual power supply, either from the mains or a
battery, means it can be installed on wire-controlled units or on pre-existing
sensors. The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band
guarantees a long range, even through walls and ceilings.

CONNECTIONS
120-240120-240
MAINS MAINS
POWERPOWER
SUPPLYSUPPLY

CR2032CR2032
BATTERY
BATTERY
POWERPOWER
SUPPLYSUPPLY
BAT
CR2032

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-TX4

BAT
CR2032

Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels with inputs for
wall buttons. Possibility of dual power-supply: 120-240 Vac mains
or CR 2032 battery.
TOUCH-TX2
Recessed radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 2 programmable
channels. CR 2450 battery power supply

L
N

L
N

P1

P2
P1

P3
P2

P4
P3

P1

P4

P2
P1

P3
P2

P1
P2

*

The transmitters of the "Wireless Bus" family are compatible
with all the receivers and their function can be set
during the receiver pairing operation, see page 25

P4
P3

P4

TECHNICAL DATA

MCU-TX4

TOUCH-TX2

Power supply

Mains 120-240 Vac
or
CR 2032 battery

CR 2450 battery

Battery life

About 4 years

About 7 years

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

120 m in free field
(50 m inside)

120 m in free field
(50 m inside)

Protection rating

IP20

IP20

Operating
temperature

-20 +55 °C

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x42x21 mm

40x40x10 mm

THE DESIRED FUNCTION CAN BE SET FOR EACH BUTTON

MCU-TX4
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TOUCH-TX2

Radio repeater

MCU-RR
It increases the range of the
radio transmission
Radio repeater to increase the signal range, ideal for controlling far-off
devices or those positioned on a different floor from the control unit.
The innovative software avoids the undesirable reception of “double
commands” when the device receives commands both from the remote
control and the repeater.
The ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) radio frequency band guarantees
a long range, even through walls and ceilings. Reduced dimensions with
breakable tabs for fixing with screws or for insertion into junction boxes up to
55 mm in diameter.
Ideal for command groups with on/off function and not suitable for dimmer
function, but with the possibility of installing up to 7 repeaters.

CONNECTIONS

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
MCU-RR
Radio repeater to increase the signal range. Integrated radio
transceiver 433.92 MHz. 110-240 Vac switching power supply.

TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply
L
N

Radio frequency
Range

110-240 VAC
Two-way transmitter
433.92 MHz ISM
120 m in free field
(50 m inside)

Protection rating

IP20

Operating temperature

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x42x21 mm
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SENSORS
Automatic control
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Wireless control

Touch 1SP
Touch control
Wireless motion sensor with settable detection distance and light threshold.
Radio control or sensor functions can be activated using the touch keys:
sensor activation/deactivation On/Off (press and release) and dimmer (press
and hold). Compact size 40x40x10mm, ideal for installations on desks and
fitted wardrobes.

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

TECHNICAL DATA

TOUCH-1SP

Power supply

CR 2450 battery

Wireless motion sensor, rolling code 433.92 MHz, with built-in light
sensor. Dual function: sensor/radio control. CR2450 battery.

Battery life

About 3 years

Encoding

Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

100 m (40m inside a building)

Detection distance

settable from 30 cm to 6 m

Fade on time

settable from 1 min to 4 hours

Dimensions

40 mm x 40 mm h 10 mm
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Wireless control

Round-1SP
Touch control
Recessed wireless motion sensor with settable detection distance and light
threshold, ideal for installation on cabinets and units. Sensor or radio control
operation.

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

TECHNICAL DATA

ROUND-1SP

Power supply

CR 2450 battery

Wireless motion sensor, rolling code 433.92 MHz, recessed with
built-in light sensor. CR2450 battery.

Battery life

About 3 years

Encoding

Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

40 m (20m inside a building)

External dimensions

38 mm x h 12 mm

Hole dimensions

35 mm x h 12 mm
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Sensors

Hoblo 70SP
Energy savings with motion
detection
Motion sensors with adjustable radius of action and length of intervention.
When a movement is detected, they enable a light source to be activated at
10% to 100% intensity, for a time that can be programmed.
The sensor can be activated/deactivated remotely thanks to the
“Touch-SENP” transmitter supplied as standard.

Settings

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

Detection area

HB70-SPCT

Set the area read by the sensor from 30 cm to 6 m

Presence sensor with radio transmission, rolling code 433.92MHz,
110/240vAC.
It includes a TOUCH-SENP transmitter to switch the sensor on/off
and to manage the lights manually.

Daytime light sensor
Set the minimum light threshold in the room to determine when
the sensor is activated.
Timer
Set how long the lamp stays on after the person has left the
detection area.

TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply

110-240Vac

Brightness level

Radio code

Bidirectional - Rolling code

Set the brightness level (0-100%) at which the light is activated
after movement has been sensed in the detection area for the
duration of the hold time

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

Stand-by time
Set the period after the hold time when a lower light intensity is
maintained (stand-by dimming level). This can be set from 0 (not in
operation) to infinity (manual switch off only).
Dimmer function stand-by level
Set the brightness level (0-100%) of the light during the stand-by
time (after the hold time).

Display
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Dimensions
Operating area

100 m in free field
(40 m inside)
Diameter 70 mm, h 55 mm
(table vers.), h 30 mm
(wall-mounted vers.)
6 m and 120°

Motion detection +
timer activated light off
A person enters the area, the sensor switches on the light at 100% (settable level).
When the person leaves the area covered by the sensor, the light intensity remains at 100% for a period of time, t1 (settable time).
After time t1, light intensity falls to 40% (settable value) for a time, t2 (settable time).
An integrated light sensor stops the light from switching on if the ambient light is sufficient (settable threshold).

Sensor

Light
with dimmer

Sensor

Light
with dimmer

Sensor

Light
with dimmer

100%
t1

100%
ON

30%
t2

Transmitter

TRANSMITTER FUNCTIONS
key 1

key 2

On / Dimmer UP Light

Sensor on

key 3

key 4

Off / Dimmer DOWN Light

Sensor off

1

4

2

3
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Sensors

Hoblo 70SL
Comfort and energy savings guaranteed thanks
to continuous wireless control
Light sensors are used to maintain the desired level of light in a room and
activate/deactivate electrical loads by detecting when people are present.
They do this by communicating via radio with the light dimmers and the
Nexta Tech control units. The sensor can be activated/deactivated remotely
thanks to the “Touch-SENL” transmitter supplied as standard.

Settings

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

Detection area

HB70-SLCT

Set the area read by the sensor

Light sensor with radio transmission Rolling code 433.92MHz,
Mains power supply 110-240 Vac Includes a TOUCH-SENP
transmitter to switch the sensor on/off, save the intensity level and
to manage the lights manually.

Dynamic light
Set the brightness percentage in a room. Dim the light source,
calculating the current natural light in the room.
Timer
Set how long the lamp stays on after the person has left the
detection area

TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply

Mains 110-240 Vac

Radio code

Two-way - Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range
Display

Dimensions
Operating area
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100 m in free field
(40 m inside)
Diameter 70 mm, h 55 mm
(table vers.), h 30 mm
(wall-mounted vers.)
6 m and 120°

Required lighting +
Motion detection
NOTE! The sensor must be installed directly in the light beam generated by the device it controls.
The user sets the required light intensity directly on the sensor. When a person is present in the area, the sensor adjusts the intensity of the light,
communicating with the dimmer via radio and calculating the natural light present for a set time t1.
After the time t1, the sensor sends a command for the light to be switched off.

Transmitter

Sensor

Light
with dimmer

Sensor

OFF

Light
with dimmer

ON
30%
t1

TRANSMITTER FUNCTIONS
key 1

key 2

On / Dimmer UP Light

Sensor on

key 3

key 4

Off / Dimmer DOWN Light

Sensor off

1
5

key 5

4

2

Save required lighting

3
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SENSA®
Furniture sensors
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SENSA®
THE EVOLUTION OF THE FURNITURE SENSOR WHICH
RECOGNISES MOTION AND THE POSITION OF THE DOOR,
AND SWITCHES THE LIGHT ON AND OFF IN WIRELESS MODE.

FOR HINGED
DOORS

FOR SLIDING
DOORS

FOR TILTING
DOORS

FOR
DRAWER UNITS

SENSA®
INNOVATIVE, RELIABLE AND PATENTED
TECHNOLOGY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BENEFITS

Wireless connection between the door and the light group
Multisensoring
Radiofrequency command
Settable on and off phases
Single or group on and off command
Controlled switch-off or with programmable timer
100% Made in Italy

SENSA®
SYSTEM

Significant reduction in wiring and work required
Can be applied to any size or type of door
More reliable when compared to traditional sensors
Reduction in assembly time and costs
Invisible application, does not change the aesthetics of
the furniture

+

LED DRIVER
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•
•
•
•
•

/

MULTISENSOR

LED control and radio receiver

MCU-SENSA®
The evolution of the
furniture sensor
MCU-SENSA is the miniaturised electronic control unit with Dimmer
function for wireless and wired control of LEDs with constant voltage,
power 12-24Vdc and available in 2 versions: 1 with output with max current
draw 5A and 4 individual or synchronisable outputs and with max current
draw of 2.5A per output. Fade on and off that can be set to between 0
and 10 seconds, settable timer (default: 60 seconds). The radio frequency
is ISM (Industrial, scientific and medical) and the rolling code guarantees
reliable radio transmission with no disturbances. Simple programming with
dip-switches, reduced dimensions with breakable tabs for fixing with screws.

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

TECHNICAL DATA

MCU-SEN1

Type of load that can be
connected

LED with constant voltage

Power supply

12-24Vdc

MAG-SEN4

Max power (with 24 Vdc)

Electronic control unit for LED with voltage 12-24 Vdc, 4 outputs
Max 2.5 A per output. Integrated radio receiver 433.92MHz.

120W (MCU-Sensa1) 60W per
channel (MCU-Sensa4)

Protection rating

IP 20

Operating temp.

-20 +55 °C

Dimensions

52x42x21 mm

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Electronic control unit for LED with voltage 12-24 Vdc, 1 output
Max 5A. Integrated radio receiver 433.92MHz.

CONNECTIONS

POWER SUPPLY

OUTPUT: 12V/24V
- Black

OUTPUT: 12V/24V
- Black

MCU-SEN1

+ Red

POWER SUPPLY
+ Red

+
+
out1

+
+
out1
out2
out3
out4

N: Blue

L: Brown

N: Blue

L: Brown

L N

L N

MAG225A
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Wireless control

SENSA®
The evolution of the furniture sensor
Sensa is the evolution of a sensor designed for furniture.
Recognises the movement and position of the door, switches the light on
and off in wireless mode. The radio frequency is ISM
(industrial, scientific and medical) and the rolling code guarantees safe
transmission with no disturbances.

TECHNICAL DATA
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Power supply

CR 2450 battery

Battery life

4.5 years with 30 activations
per day

Code

Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

50 m (20m inside a building)

01- HINGED DOOR

02 - SLIDING DOOR

03- TILTING DOOR

04 - DRAWER UNIT

Battery

Coupling catch

Transmitter
433.92MHz

Timer LED and key

Light sensor
(optional)

Position
and motion
sensors

Handle

Push-on
cover
Screw-on cover
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Wireless control

SENSA®
Motion
sensor

Sensa T
Timed On
Sensa T allows timed light activation. The timer count starts each time the user moves
the door. Can be installed in any type of hinged door, tilting door, drawer and light
sliding doors.
Code: SENSA-T

Motion
sensor

Sensa M
Timed On + Magnetic Off

Magnetic
sensor

Sensa M allows the light to be switched on for a set time, and switched off during closing,
with a magnetic contact installed on the fixed part of the compartment. The timer count starts
each time the user moves the door. Can be installed in any type of mobile door or drawer on a
unit or piece of furniture. Recommended for heavy and/or dampened sliding doors.
Code: SENSA-M
N

Magnet with axial load
Code: S
Description:

S

N
S
S

Motion
sensor

N

N
MAG153A
Magnet with axial
load Diameter 15
m, height 3 mm

Code:
Description:

MAG225A
Magnet with axial
load Diameter 22
m, height 5 mm

Magnet with diametric load
Code:
Description:

MAG1030D
Magnet with
diametric load
Diameter 10 m,
height 30 mm

Position
sensor

Sensa P
Timed On + Position Off
Sensa P allows the light to be switched on for a set time, and to be switched off as the
position of the door is recognised. The timer count starts each time the user moves the
door. Can be installed on hinged doors or tilting doors.
Code: SENSA-P
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12-24Vdc power supply unit

MCU-Sensa control unit with wireless radio receiver

Example set-up

LED profile

Profile position

Container
Mobile door

Magnet (only for Sensa M versions)
Sensor in the door

Sensa sensor with wireless radio transmitter

Dimensions
SENSOR DIMENSIONS AND WORK ON DOOR
VERSION WITH PUSH-ON COVER

SENSOR DIMENSIONS AND WORK ON DOOR VERSION
WITH SCREW-ON COVER

64.8 mm

3.6 mm
9.8 mm

89.8 mm
9.8 mm

38.8 mm

38.8 mm
4 mm

65 mm

90 mm
10 mm
39 mm

10 mm
39 mm

Hole for countersunk
self-threading screws
max. screw diam. 3.5mm
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Wireless control

SENSA®
The evolution of the furniture sensor
Sensa is the evolution of a sensor designed for furniture.
Recognises the movement and position of the door,
switches the light on and off in wireless mode.
The radio frequency is ISM (industrial, scientific and medical)
and the rolling code guarantees safe transmission with no disturbances.

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

TECHNICAL DATA

SENSA 35RT

Power supply

CR 2450 battery

Battery life

4.5 years with 30 activations
per day

Code

Rolling code

Radio frequency

433.92 MHz ISM

Range

50 m (20m inside a building)

Sebsa-35RT allows timed light activation. The timer count starts
each time the user moves the door. Can be installed in any
type of hinged door, tilting door, drawer and light sliding doors.
Preparation hole - diameter 35 mm, min h 12 mm.
SENSA 35RM
Sensa-35RM allows the light to be switched on for a set time,
and to be switched off during closing, with a magnetic contact
installed on the fixed part of the compartment. The timer count
starts each time the user moves the door. Can be installed in
any type of mobile door or drawer on a unit or piece of furniture.
Recommended for heavy and/or dampened sliding doors.
Preparation hole - diameter 35 mm, min h 12 mm.
SENSA 35RP
Sensa-35RP allows the light to be switched on for a set time,
and to be switched off as the position of the door is recognised.
The timer count starts each time the user moves the door. Can
be installed on hinged doors or tilting doors. Preparation hole diameter 35 mm, min h 12 mm.
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12-24Vdc power supply unit

MCU-Sensa control unit with wireless radio receiver

Example set-up

LED profile

Profile position

Container
Mobile door

Magnet (only for Sensa Round M versions)
Sensor in the door

Sensa Round sensor
with wireless radio transmitter

Dimensions
diameter 38mm

diameter 34.5mm
min 12.5mm

diameter 35mm
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Applications with magnet - Recommended distances
APPLICATIONS WITH AXIAL MAGNET (Sensa M + MAG153A or MAG225A)
POSITION A1

POSITION A2

POSITION A3

S

N

N

N

S

S

A1

A2
A3

B1

B3

B2

A1 (with MAG153A): max 15mm
A1 (with MAG225A): max 30mm
B1: 5mm

A3: 5mm

A2 (with MAG153A): max 15mm
A2 (with MAG225A): max 30mm
B2: 5mm

B3 (with MAG153A): max 15mm
B3 (with MAG225A): max 30mm

Applications with magnet - Recommended distances
APPLICATIONS WITH DIAMETRIC MAGNET (Sensa M + MAG1030D)
POSITION D1

POSITION D2

S

POSITION D3
S

N

N

N
S

C1
C3
C2

D2

D1

C1: max 30mm
D1: 0 mm
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C2: 0 mm
D2: max 30mm

D3

C3: max 30mm
D3: 0 mm

Applications with magnet - Recommended distances
APPLICATIONS WITH AXIAL MAGNET (Sensa M + MAG153A or MAG225A)
POSITION A2

POSITION A1

POSITION A3

S

S

N

N

N
S

A1

A2
A3

B3

B1

B2

A1 (with MAG153A): max 15mm
A1 (with MAG225A): max 30mm

A2 (with MAG153A): max 15mm
A2 (with MAG225A): max 30mm

B1: 5mm

B2: 5mm

A3: 5mm
B3 (with MAG153A): max 15mm
B3 (with MAG225A): max 30mm

Applications with magnet - Recommended distances
APPLICATIONS WITH DIAMETRIC MAGNET (Sensa M + MAG1030D)
POSITION D1

POSITION D2

POSITION D3

S

S

N

N

N
S

C1
C3
C2

D2

D1

C1: max 30mm
D1: 0 mm

D3

C2: 0 mm
D2: max 30mm

C3: max 30mm
D3: 0 mm
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HUB 100
Smart control interface
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HUB 100
WEB SERVER INTERFACE TO
CONTROL LIGHT SOURCES

HUB DESIGN
Thanks to its compact size (diameter 70mm, height 55mm),
Hub100 can be easily integrated into any environment.
Equipped with a power cord, the device uses Wi-Fi technology
and 433.92MHz radio communication to control the receivers
connected to the electrical loads.
There is a powerful web server inside that interfaces with any
portable device or PC, without the need to download an app,
by simply connecting to a web address.

SMART CONTROL AND IOT
The IoT (Internet of Things) is the evolution of the web which
sees electrical devices communicating with each other, and
your smartphone, tablet or PC becomes the control interface.
Nexta Tech allows sensors, control units and electrical devices
to communicate via a Hub control unit and radio technology.
The web server control interface connects to the Hub in 2
ways: Wi-Fi with direct access point on the Hub or via WiFi on the existing local network. The Hub control unit in turn
communicates with the system devices via radio, in one-way
433.92 MHz ISM mode. Dedicated command screens for each
type of light or electrical device, hourly and weekly programming
of events, scenarios, single or group commands.
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Wi-Fi command interface

HUB 100
For Wi-Fi connection of Nexta Tech receivers

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
HUB100
Wi-Fi command interface / RF 433.92 MHz RX, for connection between Nexta Tech
receivers and devices with Wi-Fi connection. Manage devices, scenarios and timer
settings. Power supply unit with plug included.
HUB100SC
Wi-Fi command interface / RF 433.92 MHz RTX for connection between Nexta
Tech receivers and transmitters and devices with Wi-Fi connection. Manage
devices, scenarios and timer settings. Power supply unit with plug included. Up to
6 scenarios created with the transmitter application can be managed.
TECHNICAL DATA

HUB100

HUB100SC

Power supply (power supply unit with plug included)

230 VAC

230 VAC

Type of communication

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

Number of devices (mobile phones, PCs, devices
etc.) connected at the same time

10

10

Type of communication with receivers

433.920 MHz ISM RX

433.920 MHz ISM RTX

Number of controllable receivers

100

100

Protection rating

IP20

IP20

Dimensions

Diameter 70 mm, h 50 mm
(table vers.) h 30 mm (wall vers.)

Diameter 70 mm, h 50 mm
(table vers.) h 30 mm (wall vers.)

RADIO CONTROLS FOR ACTIVATING SCENARIOS FROM HUB 100SC
These radio controls allow scenarios to be activated which have been set using the app in the scenario section (see below).

S1

S2

S3

S4

TOUCH-S1

TOUCH-S4

MCU-S4

HB80-S6

Wall-mounted touch radio control
to activate a scenario created by
the application. To be used with
HUB100SC

Wall-mounted touch radio control
to activate up to 4 scenarios
created by the application. To be
used with HUB100SC

Recessed radio control to activate
up to 4 scenarios created by
the application. To be used with
HUB100SC

Portable touch radio control to
activate up to 6 scenarios created
by the application. To be used with
HUB100SC

PS5V

ACCESSORIES

Power supply unit 230V/5V for HUB 100 and HUB 100SC to be
used as a replacement for the power supply unit with plug already
included in the HUB package
HB/BAP

PS5V

HB/BAP

Flat base suitable for affixing the HUB 100 and HUB 100SC to a
wall or inside junction boxes
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Smart Control

iDriver

DEVICES

Homepage, list of devices and groups
On the homepage, the 4 selection keys link to the list of devices, the list of
the devices by zone, the scenarios screen and the timer setting screen. Each
type of device has an intuitive command screen.

Dispositivi

Luce cucina
Luce giardino
Luce entrata
Gruppo Luci piano terra

SETTINGS

WEB SERVER
CONNECTION
“ON-OFF” COMMAND
iDriver.Nexta.com

Dispositivi

Luce cucina

Luce cucina
Luce giardino

ON

OFF

Gruppo Luci piano terra

CCT COMMAND

Luce cucina

Color Memo

ON

LIST OF
DEVICES
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LIST OF SCENARIOS
ZONES

TIMER SETTING
60% Intensità

OFF

ZONES

RGB LIGHT SCREEN

COLOUR CONTROL

<

Zone

Colore luce cucina
R:25

SELECT
KITCHEN
LIGHT

Cucina
Luce cucina

G:142

B:191

Luce cucina

Color Memo

Giardino
ON

Luce giardino

OFF

60% Intensità

Entrata

Memo

Luce bianca

Effetto

Velocità effetto

Luce entrata

RGB

DIMMER COMMAND

OPEN-STOP-CLOSE
COMMAND

Porta garage

Tenda entrata

Luce cucina

ON

PULSE COMMAND

OFF

60% Intensità

DYNAMIC WHITE CONTROL

<

RGB COMMAND

COLOUR CONTROL

<

Colore luce cucina

Colore luce cucina
R:25

G:142

B:191

Luce cucina

Color Memo

ON

60% Intensità

Play/Stop

Effetto

Memo

Velocità effetto

OFF

Memo

Luce bianca

Effetto

Velocità effetto

RGB
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Smart Control

iDriver scenarios

SCENARIO SCREEN

Carry out multiple commands with just one key
Group commands, centralisations and scenarios can be created using the
scenario command. Up to 6 scenarios can be activated using one of the
dedicated radio controls, see page 109.

Scenari

1. Accensione luce sala

2.Chiudi tutto secondo piano

PRESS +
MODIFY
OR DELETE
SCENARIOS

iDriver.Nexta.com

ADD NEW
SCENARIO
CREATE SCENARIO

Scenari

<

1. Accensione luce sala

SCENARIO
ACTIVATION
KEY

Titolo

Nuovo scenario

Spegni tutto 1° piano

Luce cucina

2.Chiudi tutto secondo piano

ON

Luce giardino

-

Tenda giardino

-

Salva scenario

SCENARIO
NAME

<
Titolo

Nuovo scenario

Spegni tutto 1° piano

LIST OF
DEVICES
Luce cucina

SAVE OR
DELETE
SCENARIO
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ON

Luce giardino

-

Tenda giardino

-

Salva scenario

Smart Control

iDriver time setting

TIME SETTING SCREEN

Carry out a command at the
set time and on the set day
Switching window or garden lights on or off at a certain time or starting the
day with the your favourite colour light are just two of the possibilities offered
by the programming command, which is as easy to use as a simple alarm
clock.

Programmazione oraria

1. Accensione mattino

2. Chiusura serale ore 20:00

3. Scenario chiusura tapparelle

4.Chiudi tutto secondo piano

PRESS +

MODIFY OR
DELETE TIME
SETTING
iDriver.Nexta.com

ADD NEW TIME
SETTING
CREATE TIME SETTING

Programmazione oraria

<

1. Accensione mattino

Nuova programmazione oraria

Titolo

Sveglia con luce viola

Seleziona disposivo
o scenario

2. Chiusura serale ore 20:00

ON

Programma orario

3. Scenario chiusura tapparelle
Salva

4.Chiudi tutto secondo piano

<

SELECT TIME
AND DAYS

Titolo

Nuovo scenario

h
Lighting

11
Luce cucina
12
Luce giardino
13
Luce entrata
Lunedì

min
20
comando

21
22

comando

comando

Giovedì

Venerdì
Martedì
Programma orario
Mercoledì

Sabato
Domenica

TIMER SETTING
ACTIVATION/
DEACTIVATION
KEY

OK
Salva scenario
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EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS
Check light and automation
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MEETING ROOM
MANAGE LIGHTS AND BLINDS

AIMS
• Control lights, blinds and the movement of a projector screen with a portable radio control
• Create a command system which can be used from a desk

2
3

1
4

Phase control dimmer 230Vac with built-in radio for installation
in false ceiling or junction boxes

6
5

Portable radio control with magnetic wall mount.

Control unit for 230V motors with built-in radio

PRODUCT LIST

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-DM150
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with RX
433.92 MHz, 2 wired inputs.
Page 38

MCU-M500
Control unit for managing 1 motor with max power
500W via radio or wire. Radio receiver 433.92 MHz.
Controls with settable up-down-stop, step or manual
mode. 90-265 Vac switching power supply.

Display
channels

Page 66
HB80-30D
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 30 channels
and 4 groups, Up-Down-Stop and pulse command
Page 70
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Channel 1= On-off / Dimmer light 1
Channel 2= Up-down-stop blind 2
Channel 3= Up-down-stop blind 3
Channel 4= Up-down-stop blind 4
Channel 5= Up-down-stop blind 5
Channel 6= Up-down-stop projector screen (6)
Channel A= Up-down-stop all blinds (from 2 to 6)

1

FURNITURE LIGHTING
SIMPLE MULTI-POINT COMMAND

AIMS
• Control the lighting of furniture from two different points
• Dim light intensity in the kitchen

2
1

1

2

Dimmer control unit for LED strip light with built-in radio

PRODUCT LIST

Wall-mounted touch radio control

CONTROL INTERFACE

MCU-V5
Dimmer for LED with constant voltage 12-24Vdc Max
5A, RX 433.92MHz and 2 wired inputs.
Page 48

TOUCH-1
Touch radio control, one channel 433.92 MHz.
Page 78

P1= On-Off / Dimmer light 1 and light 2
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STAIRWELL LIGHTS
WIRELESS TIMER ACTIVATION

AIMS
• Timed activation of stairwell lights
• Create a command point on each floor to control the lights on that floor and those in the stairwell
• Avoid connections between lights and command points

Control unit with built-in radio for lights 230Vac and timer
function

Radio module to transform standard wall-mounted buttons into
radio commands

Repeater to increase radio range.

PRODUCT LIST

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-L1
Control unit for 1 device with power max. 1000W.
110/240 Vac power supply, RX 433.92 MHZ
integrated ISM, wired input settable with button or
switch. Pulse, On/Off, timer

All of the command points are connected to a radio control unit
MCU-TX4 which allows the standard wall buttons to be transformed
into radio controls. Each key function can be set when programming
the receiver.

Page 34
MCU-TX4
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels
with inputs for wall buttons. Possibility of dual
power-supply: 120-240 Vac mains or CR 2032
battery.

MCU-TX4

Page 84
MCU-RR
Radio repeater to increase the signal range.
Integrated radio transceiver 433.92 MHz. 110-240
Vac switching power supply.
Page 85
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P1 P2

P1= Timer ON Floor light
P2= Timer ON All lights

SWIMMING POOL LIGHTING

DYNAMIC COLOUR EFFECTS AND CONTROL OF EXTERNAL LIGHTS

AIMS
• Create a scenario with the light of the swimming pool and in the garden
• Manage dynamic colour changes in a swimming pool with a handy portable transmitter

2
3

1
4

1

Control unit with built-in radio for RGBW LEDs

Portable transmitter with magnetic wall or table mount

Control unit with built-in radio for 230V loads

PRODUCT LIST

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-L1
Control unit for 1 device with power max. 1000W.
110/240 Vac power supply, RX 433.92 MHZ
integrated ISM, wired input settable with button or
switch. Pulse, On/Off, timer
Page 34
TOP-V8/RGBW
Control unit for RGB and RGBW LEDs with constant
voltage, 12-36 Vdc, max 8A per output (max 24A in
total). RX radio 433.92 MHz, 3 wired inputs, input for
extender. Antenna on terminal board

Display
channels

Page 51
HB80-4C
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels
+ All, On-Off function, dimmer up/down, colour
control RGB/RGBW and CCT, dynamic cycle control.
CR2450 battery, magnetic wall support.
Page 70

Channel 1= On-off light 1
Channel 2= On-off light 2
Channel 3= On-off light 3
Channel 4= On-off, colour control, colour cycles and light dimming 4
Channel All = On-off of all the lights (from 1 to 4)
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ENTRY CONTROL

RADIO COMMAND OF THE GARDEN LIGHTS AND THE DOORS

AIMS
• Connect existing wall-mounted buttons with the gate, garage door and external lights without the need for new wiring
• Create a new command point in the room to control the gate and external lights without the need for connections and any new buttons

2

1

Control unit with built-in radio for lights 230Vac and timer
function

Radio module to transform standard wall-mounted buttons into
radio commands

Control unit with built-in radio and dry contact

Wall-mounted touch transmitter

PRODUCT LIST

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-L1
Control unit for 1 device with power max. 1000W.
110/240 Vac power supply, RX 433.92 MHZ
integrated ISM, wired input settable with button or
switch. Pulse, On/Off, timer

MCU-TX4

Page 34
MCU-1224
Single channel receiver 433.92MHz ISM. 12-24 Vdc/
ac power supply, monostable function. Antenna on
terminal board

P1 P2

P3

Page 39
MCU-TX4
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels
with inputs for wall buttons. Possibility of dual
power-supply: 120-240 Vac mains or CR 2032
battery.
Page 84
TOUCH-4G
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels
Page 78
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P1= On/Off line lights A
P2= On/Off line lights B
P3= On/Off line lights C

P1= Open/close the gate
P2= Open/close the garage
P3= Timer activation of lights

HOTEL ENTRANCE
ATMOSPHERE AND WELCOME

AIMS
• Renew a space with new dimmable lights without the need for new
wiring
• Control all the lights from the reception desk

• Create atmosphere using the dimmer function and by managing the
temperature of the light

7

2

5
6

4
1

3

1

Dynamic white control unit with integrated radio for LED strip
lights (warm LED + cold LED)
Control unit with built-in radio for LEDs with constant current

PRODUCT LIST

HUB100 + PC, device Wi-Fi web interface
Phase control dimmer 230Vac with radio

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-V4/CCT
Dimmer for LED with constant voltage 12-24Vdc.
Manage dynamic white. Max 4A per channel, RX
433.92MHz and 1 wired input.
Page **
HUB100 + PC
Group or individual management through the web
platform, can be managed from each device.
Page 108

MCU-DM150
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with RX
433.92 MHz, 2 wired inputs.
Page 38

TOP-A0307/3
Control unit with 3 outputs for LEDs with constant
current 350-700 mA (jumper on each output) 12-36
Vdc power supply. RX 433 MHz, 3 wired inputs, input
for extender.
Page 60
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HOTEL ROOMS

MAKING LIGHT CONTROL AN EXPERIENCE FOR THE USER

AIMS
• Create a comfortable atmosphere by controlling the light
• Control light parameters with a state-of-the-art touch transmitter

• Create a radio command using existing wall-mounted buttons
• No connection between buttons and lights

2

2
1

1

3

Phase control dimmer 230Vac with built-in radio for installation
in false ceiling or junction boxes

Radio module to transform standard wall-mounted buttons into
radio commands

Control unit with built-in radio for RGBW LEDs

Portable transmitter with magnetic wall or table mount

PRODUCT LIST

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-DM150
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with RX
433.92 MHz, 2 wired inputs.
Page 38

TOP-V8/RGBW
Control unit for RGB and RGBW LEDs with constant
voltage, 12-36 Vdc, max 8 A. RX radio 433.92 MHz, 3
wired inputs, input for extender.

MCU-TX4
4

P1 P2

P1= On-off / Dimmer light 1
P2= On-off / Dimmer light 2
P3= On-off / Dimmer light 3
P4= All lights off (1, 2 and 3)

P3 P4

Page 51
MCU-TX4
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels
with inputs for wall buttons. Dual power-supply:
mains 120-240 Vac or CR 2032 battery
Page 84
HB90-6LT
6-channel remote control rolling code 433.92 MHz.
Ideal for controlling dimmable, RGB and RGBW lights.
Page 74
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Key 1= On-off / Dimmer light 1
Key 2= On-off, control colour, cycle and
dimmer light 2
Key 3= On-off / Dimmer light 3

INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION
CHECK HIGH POWER LINES

AIMS
• Check high power lines from different command points
• Have the convenience of command points from which all the lights can be switched on or off

A

1

2

1

1

Control unit with built-in radio for 4 lines 230V

PRODUCT LIST

C

B

2

Radio module to transform standard wall-mounted
buttons into radio commands

CONTROL INTERFACE
LOGIC 400
Control unit for 4 loads or 2 motors. 230 Vac power
supply, Max 3000 W per channel (6000 W in total).
Standard DIN 8 m. RX radio 433.92 MHz, 4 wired
inputs.

All of the command points are connected to a radio control unit
MCU-TX4 which allows the standard wall buttons to be transformed
into radio controls. Each key function can be set when programming
the receiver.

Page 37
MCU-TX4
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels
with inputs for wall buttons. Dual power-supply:
mains 120-240 Vac or CR 2032 battery

MCU-TX4
1

MCU-TX4
2

Page 84

P1 P2

P3 P4

P1= On/Off line lights A
P2= On/Off line lights B
P3= On/Off line lights C
P4= On/Off line lights D

P1 P2

P1= On/Off all lights (A, B, C and D)
P2= On/Off all lights (A, B, C and D)
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D

CENTRALISATION

ALL COMMANDS FROM JUST ONE POINT

AIMS
• Create a button with a "switch on all lights" / "switch off all lights" function installed at the main entry point of the building
• Create a button with an "open all blinds" / "close all blinds" function installed at the main entry point of the building

5

6

3

2
7

3

4

1

1

2

Control unit with built-in radio for lights 230Vac and
timer function

Radio module to transform standard wall-mounted
buttons into radio commands

Control unit for 230V motors with built-in radio

Repeater to increase radio range.

PRODUCT LIST

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-L1
Control unit for 1 device with power max. 1000W.
110/240 Vac power supply, RX 433.92 MHZ
integrated ISM, wired input settable with button or
switch. Pulse, On/Off, timer.

All of the command points are connected to a radio control unit
MCU-TX4 which allows the standard wall buttons to be transformed
into radio controls. Each key function can be set when programming
the receiver.

Page 34
MCU-M500
Control unit for managing 1 motor with max power
500W via radio or wire. Radio receiver 433.92
MHz. Controls with settable up-down-stop, step or
manual mode.

MCU-TX4

Page 66
MCU-TX4
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels
with inputs for wall buttons. Dual power-supply:
mains 120-240 Vac or CR 2032 battery
Page 84
MCU-RR
Radio repeater to increase the signal range.
Integrated radio transceiver 433.92 MHz. 110-240
Vac switching power supply.
Page 85
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P1 P2

P3 P4

P1= All lights on (lights 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7)
P2= All lights off (lights 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7)
P3= Open all blinds (blinds 1, 2, 3)
P4= Close all blinds (blinds 1, 2, 3)

HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEM
INTEGRATED RADIO CONTROL

AIMS
• Manage lights, blinds and generic electrical loads with no wiring
• Individual or group management of devices with portable radio control or with wall-mounted buttons

1
3
2

Sala da
pranzo

4
5

6

7

Cucina

8

9

Control unit with built-in radio for lights 230Vac
Control unit for 230V motors with built-in radio

Radio module to transform standard wall-mounted
buttons into radio commands
Portable transmitter with magnetic wall or table mount

Phase control dimmer 230Vac with built-in radio
PRODUCT LIST

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-L1
Control unit for 1 device with power max. 1000W. 110/240 Vac
power supply, RX 433.92 MHZ integrated ISM, wired input
settable with button or switch. Pulse, On/Off, timer.

All of the command points are connected to a radio
control unit MCU-TX4 which allows the standard wall
buttons to be transformed into radio controls. Each key
function can be set when programming the receiver.

Page 34
MCU-M500
Control unit for managing 1 motor with max power 500W via
radio or wire. Radio receiver 433.92 MHz. Controls with settable
up-down-stop, step or manual mode. 90-265 Vac switching
power supply.

MCU-TX4

P1= All lights on
P2= All lights off
P3= Open all blinds
P4= Close all blinds

Page 66
MCU-DM150
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with RX 433.92 MHz,
2 wired inputs.

P1 P2

P3 P4

Page 38
MCU-TX4
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels with inputs
for wall buttons. Dual power-supply: 120-240 Vac mains or CR
2032 battery
Page 84
HB80-4DIM
Radio control, rolling code 433.92 MHz, 4 channels + All,
On-Off function, dimmer up/down, select intensity intensity
30%-60%-100%. CR2450 battery, magnetic wall support.
Page 70

Button 1= On-off /
Dimmer light 3
Button 2= On-off light 4
Button 3= On-off light 5
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CORRIDOR LIGHTS
WIRELESS MOTION DETECTION

AIMS
•
•
•
•

Switch the light on when movement is detected
Avoid wiring between the sensor and the lights
Switch the lights on before a person reaches a specific area
Keep a minimum light intensity even when there is no one present

• Energy savings

2
1

1
3

4

Phase control dimmer 230Vac with built-in radio for
installation in false ceiling or junction boxes

PRODUCT LIST

Smart motion sensor

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-DM150
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with RX
433.92 MHz, 2 wired inputs.

Automatic control of the light intensity
(1-4 lights) with a battery-operated
motion sensor

Page 38
HB70-SPCT
Motion sensor with adjustable radius of action and
length of intervention.
Page 90
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SETTINGS
Detection area
Set the area read by the sensor
Daylight sensor
Set the minimum light threshold in the room to determine when the
sensor is activated Hold time Set how long the lamp stays on after the
person has left the detection area
ON light level
Set the brightness level (0-100%) at which the light is activated after
movement has been sensed in the detection area for the duration of
the hold time
Stand-by time
Set the period after the hold time when a lower light intensity is
maintained (stand-by dimming level). This can be set from 0 (not in
operation) to infinity (manual switch off only)
Stand-by dimming level
Set the brightness level (0-100%) of the light during the stand-by time
(after the hold time)

MANAGE LIGHT PANELS
ENERGY SAVINGS IN A PUBLIC AREA

AIMS
• Switch the light on when movement is detected
• Avoid wiring between the sensor and the lights

7

• Switch the lights on before a person reaches a specific area
• Energy savings

6
5
4
3

2

1

1

Phase control dimmer 230Vac with built-in radio for
installation in false ceiling or junction boxes

PRODUCT LIST

Smart motion sensor

CONTROL INTERFACE
MCU-DM150
Dimmer for 110-240 Vac loads up to 150 W with RX
433.92 MHz, 2 wired inputs.
Page 38
HB70-SPCT
Motion sensor with adjustable radius of action and
length of intervention.
Page 90

Automatic control of the light intensity
(1-4 lights) with a battery-operated
motion sensor

SETTINGS
Detection area
Set the area read by the sensor
Daylight sensor Set the minimum light threshold in the room to
determine when the sensor is activated Hold time Set how long the
lamp stays on after the person has left the detection area
ON light level Set the brightness level (0-100%) at which the light is
activated after movement has been sensed in the detection area for
the duration of the hold time
Stand-by time Set the period after the hold time when a lower light
intensity is maintained (stand-by dimming level). This can be set from
0 (not in operation) to infinity (manual switch off only)
Stand-by dimming level Set the brightness level (0-100%) of the light
during the stand-by time (after the hold time)
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MANAGE OFFICE LIGHTS
ENERGY SAVINGS AND COMFORT

AIMS
• Create a comfortable working environment using the automatic light intensity control during the day
• The light can be controlled automatically with the sensor or manually using the wall-mounted buttons
• Energy savings

ZONE 1:
Automatic control of the light intensity by the
battery-operated light sensor (1)

1

ZONE 2:
Automatic control of the light intensity by the light
sensor (2), mains powered and manually powered
with a wired button.

ZONE 1
2

2

ZONE 2

1

Control unit with built-in radio for dimmable lights 0-1/10V

Battery-operated smart light sensor

Mains-operated smart light sensor

PRODUCT LIST

CONTROL INTERFACE
TOP-0110
Control unit with dimmer function for wired or radio
control of devices with 0-10 V / 1-10 V input. 230 Vac
power supply, max power 2000W. Integrated radio
receiver 433.92MHz.
Page 42
TOP-0110
Wireless motion sensor with settable detection
distance and light threshold.
Page 88
HB70-SPCT
Motion sensor with adjustable radius of action and
length of intervention.
Page 90
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SETTINGS
Detection area
Set the area read by the sensor
Dynamic fav light
Set the brightness percentage in a room. Dim
the light source, calculating the current natural
light in the room.
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